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In the Palace 

of the Sultan 

of Morocco 

ARCTURUS R 

Literally, the whole world listens -in 
with Arcturus Blue Tubes .. . 

North, South, East and West .. . 

The Sultan of Morocco's radio is 

equipped with Arcturus Blues. So 
are sets from Mexico to Madagascar; 
from Spitzbergen to Melbourne. 

Not only have the people of 
77 countries adopted Arcturus as 
their own ... it is also a fact that 
more American set manufacturers 
use Arcturus as standard equip- 
ment than any other tube ... signal 
tribute to the outstanding quality 
of Arcturus. 

It is no wonder that more and 
more radio dealers and jobbers de- 
pend upon the BLUE tube to win 
the approval of their customers. 

ADIO TUBE CO., NEWARK, N. J. 
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POLICE RADIO ESSENTIAL" 
says Cleveland Chief .. . 

Geo. J. Matowitz, Chief of Police, Cleveland, Ohio, says, Our experience has 
proven that Police Radio is essential to the proper functioning of the modern 
Police Department in view of the present day methods employed by criminals. 
We are now tripling the number of Radio Cruisers." 

Western Electric Police Radio Telephone is speeding up the war on crime in Cleveland and many other 

cities, both large and small. With this equipment, Headquarters puts clearly spoken instructions "on 

the air" the moment a crime or suspicious act is reported. The alarm is picked up instantly by 

cruising squad cars. Result: get -a -ways are harder, criminals are often caught in the act! Q Police 

Radio Telephone Equipments by Western Electric -maker of Bell Telephones -are available to cover 

the entire range of power assigned by the Federal Radio Commission for police use. Send the coupon. 

In addition to Cleveland, the following cities are now using 
Western Electric Police Radio Telephone equipment: 

Atlanta Dayton Indianapolis Minneapolis Pittsburgh 
Beaumont Denver Kansas City New York Rochester 
Chicago Des Moines Louisville Omaha San Antonio 
Dallas Detroit Memphis Pasadena San Francisco 

Western Electric 
POLICE RADIO TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT 

Distributed by GRAYBAR Electric Company 

Somerville Toledo 
Syracuse Topeka 

t 

nAa 

ADDIIfY 

I CITY . STATT 

Washington, D. C. 

Wichita 

GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO. 
Graybar Building, New York, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: Please send us descriptive bulle- 
tin and further details regarding Western Electric 
Police Radio Telephone Equipment Watts 
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HALL MARKED RADIO 

FROM a radio sales viewpoint, down in New 
South Wales they appear to have matters 

well in hand. An organization known as the 
Electrical Apparatus Safety Board functioning 
through a committee of representatives of or- 
ganizations in the electrical industry, places a 
Hall Mark of approval on radio receivers so 
designed and made that they have the minimum 
of dangerous hazard. 

A distinctive seal is used for the Hall Mark. 
It carries the information that the set so marked 
has been "approved for connection and use." 

Such procedure and inspection should fur- 
ther the use of properly designed and con- 
structed receiver elements, to that extent rais- 
ing the standard of dependability and perform- 
ance. 

In the United States it may be that nothing 
short of rigidly enforced State laws would be 
effective in this situation, and this is unthinka- 
ble because of the entailed additional forty - 
eight commissions. 

There is a suggestion in this for the R. M. A. 
Let us see who will be first to make a practical 
proposal along this line. 

BRYAN S. DAVIS 

President 

JAS. A. WALKER 
Secretary 

Bryan 

Published Monthly by 

Davis Publishing Co., Inc. 

19 East 47th Street 

New York City 
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New Zealand -Tearo Book Depot -Wellington. 
Melbourne, Australia -McGill's Agency. 

Entered as second class matter August 26, 1931, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y.. under 
Act of March 3, 1879. Yearly subscription rate $2.00 in United States. $3.00 in Canada 
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S. S. WHITE Flexible Shafts accu- 
rately transmit the finest movements 
of the control handles (above) to the 
receivers mounted in the fuselage 
(right), in this installation of 
WESTERN ELECTRIC high and 
low frequency airplane radio re- 
ceivers. 

S. S. WHITE Flexible Shaft pro- 
vides sensitive, reliable remote con- 
trol of STROMBERG- CARLSON 
airplane radio receivers (above), even 
when, as often happens, tuning con- 
trol and receiver are mounted as 
far apart as 50 ft. 

A FLEXIBLE SHAFT specifically designed 
for REMOTE CONTROLS 

S. S. WHITE Flexible Shaft No. 150L50 was 
developed for use on instruments and equip- 
ment of all kinds requiring remote control. 
It is suited particularly for this application 
because its torsional deflection in operation is 
so slight as to be negligible, and deflection is 
equal for either direction of rotation. 

This shaft is used on leading makes of air- 
plane and automobile radios, and has amply 
demonstrated its ability to accurately trans- 
mit the most sensitive movements of the 
tuning dials to the receiving 
sets, often over long distances. TheS.S.WHITE 

It is used also for remote 

control of switches, thermostats, etc., for 
synchronized operation between talking 
motion picture recording and projecting ma- 
chines and similar applications. 

A new type of flexible metallic casing of 
small outside diameter (.255") has also been 
developed by S. S. WHITE for use with this 
shaft. 

Full details, prices, etc., furnished on re- 
quest. If you have a remote control problem, 
put it up to us ... we'll be glad to help you 

work it out . . . no obliga- 
DentalMfg.Co. tion. This holds also for any 

other application of a flexible 
shaft. 

INDUSTRIAL 
152 -4 W 42nd St 

S. S. WHITE Flex- 
ible Shaft used for 
remote control of 
PHILCO Auto- 

mobile Radio. 

DIVISION 
New York N. Y 

S. S. WHITE Shaft used 
on PREMIER ELEC- 

TRIC's Remote Control 
No. 11 for automo- 

bile radios 
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A QUARTER 
CENTURY OF 
THE TUBE 

NOVEMBER, 1932 

FOLLOWING the con- 
tributory steps taken by 

Elster and Geitel in 1882, 
Edison in 1883, Hittorf in 

1884, J. J. Thompson in 1899, Richardson in 
1901 and Fleming in 1905, Dr. Lee de Forest 
in 1907 introduced the third element (the 
grid) into the vacuum tube. 

The first public announcement of the in- 
vention of the Audion was given by de For- 
est at the October 20, 1906, meeting of the 
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 
New York. The name "Audion" was given 
to the device by C. D. Babcock, one of Dr. 
de Forest's technical aides; "aud" being 
Latin, and "ion" Greek, signifying "audible 
ions." This was the filament and two -plate 
tube of 1906. In 1907 one of the plates was 
replaced by a mesh grid. This improve- 
ment, after its function was fully under- 
stood, was destined to give impetus to 
extensions of radio telegraphy ; make radio 
telephony possible, and revolutionize long 
distance land line telephony. 

Throughout the period 1907 -1912, the 
powers which, behind the veil, direct the 
destinies of human progress had opportunity 
to reflect upon the limitations of human per- 
ception, for, during those five years the 
tube's full utility was not sensed by any of 
the hundreds of scientists who were tinker- 
ing with it. It was not until in 1912 de 
Forest, Logwood and Armstrong, in Amer- 
ica, and simultaneously or shortly there- 
after, numerous investigators in Europe, 
were able, as Macbeth : 

"To look into the seeds of time, 
And say which grain will grow and which 

will not." 

Thenceforth, however, the tube came into 
its own. A long list of illustrious names are 
identified with its advance : R. von Lieben, 
Eugen Reisz, O. von Baeyer, Irving Lang - 
muir, W. D. Coolidge, S. von Strauss, C. S. 
Franklin, A. Meissner, and others. 

The advent of radio broadcasting called 
4 

for development along the line of reducing 
the current and voltage required to give a 
sufficiently dense electron stream from the 
filament. In 1921 "dull emitter" tubes were 
introduced into service. Then followed a 
bewildering succession of improvements: 
a -c. heater, screen -grid, multi -mu, pentode, 
and so on down to the latest "duplex- triode- 
diode" contraption. 

Although the vacuum tube has for a quar- 
ter of a century been almost exclusively 
identified with the advance of radio, its prin- 
ciples are now being applied, or are being 
investigated, for application to other arts : 

"Man -blown bubble of glass and wire! 
Thy thread -fine filament 

Still glowing with the God -like fire! 
What does thy coming mean?" 

THE PRICE 
OF PARTS 

THERE are no doubt two 
sides to all questions, 

but in the matter of sup- 
plying radio receiver parts 

to large and to small manufacturers of re- 
ceivers, there appears to be much dissatis- 
faction. The larger plants believe it unfair 
that any fly -by -night outfit can procure 
many of the main elements for receiver 
manufacture at the same price for small 
quantities that the larger manufacturer pays 
for large quantities. Particularly does the 
grievance appear justified when it is con- 
sidered that in certain instances the parts, 
although not patented, are designed and de- 
veloped in the laboratories of the larger 
manufacturers. 

The subject is one well worth the im- 
mediate attention of the proper committee 
of the R.M.A. 

c Aq,a,c_/ rn5iL(Cat 
Editor. 

t 
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Save Money 
By Using 
SYNTHANE 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

Less Waste 
Fewer Rejections 

Minimum Tool Wear 
With SYNTHANE 

SYNTHANE uniform laminated Bakelite punching stock 
gives you better looking edges, no surface cracking 
between holes, lowered waste due to thinner skeletons 
and minimum wear on tools. No hard spots nor gum 
pockets. Notice the clean edges, absence of surface 
cracks and the thin walls in the microphoto of a 

SYNTHANE tube socket base. 

This is possible with SYNTHANE because only best 
grade paper stock is used for the base. It is free from 
foreign particles that cause trouble in punching and 
wear on tools. Complete lamination eliminates lift and 
pulling around punched holes. 

Save money by using SYNTHANE laminated insulation. 
Send us your specifications for samples and quotations. 
There's nothing to lose -much to gain. Prove it to yourself. 

More Uniform Strength 
Higher Dielectric 
With SYNTHANE 

SYNTHANE Canvas Base -Long fibre cotton, equal 
strength of warp and fill give exceptional resiliency, 
structural and impact strength. 

Linen Base - Dense, uniform structure unusually close 
grained and tough.I nsures smooth edges,with no checking. 

Notice the uniform, square weave of the duck and the 
double twisted thread. This double twisted thread adds 
greatly to the strength and is not found in commonly 
used flat laid ducks. 

SYNTHANE Paper Base -Uniform, free from impuri- 
ties, homogeneous and firm. Makes for higher dielectric 
strength by insuring a dense barrier with no conducting 
particles. 

Notice the smooth, uniform texture and absence of im- 
purities in the paper illustrated. 

Save money by using SYNTHANE laminated insulation. 
Send us your specifications for samples and quotations. 
There's nothing to lose -much to gain. Prove it to yourself. 

%YN-1i!IAN] 
CORPORATION OAKS PENNA 

FREEValuable working chart on "Standards 
of Quality, Properties and Applications 

of Laminated Phenolic Sheets." Send for a copy. 

CHICAGO -NEW YORK -PHILADELPHIA- CLEVELAND -LOS ANGELES -SAN FRANCISCO 
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quires each broadcasting station to be 
capable of 100 per cent modulation. 
This makes it necessary for each trans- 
mitter to have some means of measur- 
ing the percentage modulation. The 
fundamental theory involved in any 
method of making these measurements 
consists of the use of a peak- voltage 
voltmeter to read the maximum r -f. 
voltage amplitude of the unmodulated 
wave and the r -f. voltage amplitude of 
the unmodulated carrier. The difference 
between the modulated peak -voltage 
and the average or unmodulated car- 
rier voltage divided by the unmodulated 
carrier voltage, gives the exact percent - 
tage modulation. It is assumed that 
there is no distortion of the audible fre- 
quencies in modulating the carrier. 
When these measurements become com- 
plicated by distortion in the modulation 
measuring instrument, it is extremely 
difficult to obtain an accurate knowl- 
edge of the results. The average meter 
type indicator of modulation does not 
take this distortion into account, and 
if distortion does occur there is no way 
of detecting its presence. Since the ca- 
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Modulation and 
distortion measurements 
by means of the cathode 
ray oscilloscope 

By SAMUEL BAGNO and SAMUEL S. EGERT* 

TIlE importance of a complete 
visual check of modulation and 
distortion in broadcasting work 
cannot be over -emphasized. These 

checks do not necessarily have to be ex- 
tremely accurate, but the operator must 
have some idea of how his instruments 
are behaving. There are several ways 
of doing this, but the best method uses 
a cathode ray oscillograph, as a cathode 
ray oscillograph not only shows the per- 
centage of modulation, but gives a 
fairly good visual indication of the dis- 
tortion. A great deal has been written 
on the theory and use of this type of 
oscillograph for wave measurements, 
but there is very little technical infor- 
mation available as to its particular use 
in broadcasting stations, especially at 
the transmitter. It was with the pur- 
pose of obtaining photographic records 
and other complete data on the use and 
behavior of this instrument in a bona 
fide broadcasting station that we ob- 
tained permission to run a complete set 
of experiments at the transmitter of 
station WLTH. Traces of modulation 

s were obtained showing the radio wave 
as it was being transmitted. It was 
quite startling to see diagrams that had 
been theoretically predicted in radio 
texts, actually transmitted into space. 
The instrument enabled one to see a 
recurrent phenomenon that lasted less 
than one -millionth of a second. Not only 
was it possible to see a complete wave 
train in a modulated carrier, but the 
unmodulated wave form of the trans- 
mitted frequency could be observed. 
This frequency was 1,400 kilocycles. 

The Federal Radio Commission re- 

'Egert Engineering, Inc., New York. 

60/N A /aÇon 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. The elliptical method. 

7 

veral ways of applying 
irectly to the measure - 
ation. The simplest by 
not making use of the 
The r -f. wave is put on 

or plates which tend to 
ide. On the fluorescent 
a line whose length is 

) twice the r -f. peak - 
line varies in density 

i 

Fig. 1. 
Photograph by Robert Atkin 

Fig. I. Thy straight line method. 
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along its length, and near its center 
there are two very dense portions de- 
pending on the minimum amplitude of 
the modulated wave. If we measure the 
length of this line and the distance be- 
tween the two bright portions near the 
center of the line, we obtain the per- 
centage modulation by the following 
formula. 

The total length of a line less the 
distance between both bright portions 
(which become unity at 100 per cent 
modulation or over) divided by the 
length of the line, is equal to the per- 
centage modulation. This method is en- 
tirely inaccurate when the station over - 
modulates as will be apparent from later 
discussion. The line that is seen con- 
sists of r -f. impulses superimposed on 
each other. These r -f. impulses vary 
in amplitude according to the way they 
are modulated. The only way to observe 
the minimum amplitude of the modu- 
lated wave is to observe the brightest 
portion of this line. A photograph of 
modulation indicated by this means is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

This method has the disadvantage of 
being ineffective when the transmitter 
over -modulates, since it will at all times 
read 100 per cent modulation when the 
modulation is 100 per cent or over. In 
order to overcome this difficulty the 
time axis can be controlled from the 
audio- frequency amplifier that feeds the 
modulator. Instead of having no time 
axis we can use one that is almost 
sinusoidal. The resulting trace on the 
fluorescent screen will be in the form 
of a double ellipse, one slightly below 
the other, and both ellipses intercon- 
nected by the r -f. trace. Here again the 
distance between the highest point on 
the top ellipse and the lowest point on 
the bottom ellipse (as shown in Fig. 2) 
is twice the peak amplitude of the r -f. 
wave. Similarly the distance between 
the bottom portion of the top ellipse and 
the top portion of the bottom ellipse is 
twice the minimum amplitude of the 
r -f. wave. 

The average amplitude which is 
roughly equal to the amplitude of the 
unmodulated carrier is one -half the sum 
of these two amplitudes. The percent- 
age modulation is the peak -voltage 
minus the average voltage divided by 
the average voltage. This method has 
the particular advantage of following 
the frequency of the modulating impulse 
at all times so that the images on the 
fluorescent screen are continually super- 

CURNENT UM,T 

111.--ATuec 
c.5001/ A 

TASr 
o 

11. 

UY2?T .oe 
T rr 

Fig. 4. Fig. 5. 

ro AMPLITUDE 

.s 

imposed on each other. If distortion 
occurs, the traces, instead of showing 
ellipses, will show deformed ellipses 
whose corners tend to become square. 
This method has the disadvantage of 
not showing an actual picture of the r -f. 
trace. 

Sweep Frequency 

In order to avoid this difficulty we 
may introduce the sweep frequency 
which is merely a linear time axis on 
the field which is at right angles to the 
amplitude field in the tube. Then we 
obtain a trace of the wave just as it 
occurs. The envelope of the area rep- 
resenting the r -f. impulses is a modu- 
lated wave. This method not only en- 
ables one to see what the minimum and 
maximum values of the r -f. are at any 
given time, but it also enables one to 
watch distortion and over- modulation. 
It may be of interest to explain the 
sweep circuit which gives a linear time 
axis. 

The circuit is shown in Fig. 4. A 
constant current device is used to 
charge a condenser. The resulting 
charge builds up a voltage across the 
terminals of the condenser which is di- 
rectly proportional to the time of 
charge. When the condenser has been 
charged to a given fixed value it causes 
an arc in the gas -filled tube. This arc 
instantly discharges the condenser and 
the process starts all over again. If we 
use the voltage across the condenser to 
generate the field at right angles to the 
field which indicates amplitude in the 
cathode ray tube, we get a deflection 
of the beam that is proportional to time. 
This method is extremely advantageous 
when the modulating frequency is con- 
stant. If, however, the modulating fre- 
quency varies and the sweep frequency 
or linear time axis does not change ex- 
actly in proportion to it, the image of 
each wave will not be superimposed on 
the next, and as a result the image will 
be a continual blur. Although the sweep 
frequency can be tied in with the modu- 
lating frequency to follow it within 
small limits, it is impossible to obtain 
a synchronous condition at all times. 
This is especially true when the f re- 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

quency of the modulating wave keeps 
varying continually. Several traces of 
modulation obtained by this method are 
shown in Fig. 3 with percentage of 
modulation shown. 

The Radio -Frequency Trace 

The methods herein described for ob- 
serving modulation on the cathode ray 
tube do not produce a clear picture due 
to the fact that the r -f. trace covers a 
complete area. The envelope of this 
r -f. trace is not very sharply defined. 
If greater accuracy is desired a linear 
detector can be used to feed the plates 
of the cathode ray tube that determine 
the amplitude of the voltage swing. This 
enables one to see only the amplitude 
of the radio- frequency wave. In order 
to run calculations of percentage modu- 
lation by this method the position of the 
cathode ray beam at zero r -f. voltage 
must be determined. 

The proper linear detector that gives 
good results is shown schematically in 
Fig. 5. A type 227 tube is used as a 
rectifier. Its cathode is placed in series 
with one end of the pickup coil. The 
other end of the pickup coil goes to a 
25,000 -ohm potentiometer which is con- 
nected to the grid and plate of the recti- 
fier tube. The resulting amplitude of 
the d -c. voltage across the potentiometer 
is proportional to the average amplitude 
of one -half of the r -f. wave. The poten- 
tiometer arm is used to give a conve- 
niently spaced amplitude swing on the 
screen of the cathode ray tube. 

Probably the best indication of dis- 
tortion with the cathode ray tube is 
obtained by the use of the sweep cir- 
cuit. Here we get an actual picture of 
the wave. If a sine wave is used to 
actuate the modulating system of the 
oscillator we can easily obtain a com- 
parison between the original sine wave 
as thrown on the oscillograph and the 
modulated wave. By superimposing a 
tracing of one wave on the other the 
resulting difference between both im- 
ages must be the distortion. This dis- 
tortion may consist of odd harmonics, 
even harmonics or a combination of 
both. 

Without a great deal of work and by 
using a planimeter to analyze the pic- 
tures we cannot obtain the exact per- 
centage of distortion. However, several 
things are evident from a careful ex- 
amination of an oscillograph. Even har- 
monics are due most probably to satu- 

Over Modaafion 
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Fig. 3. The sweep method. Photograph by Robert Atkin 
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rated tubes, or to transformers which 
have too great a direct- current compo- 
nent. These even harmonics give a 
trace that is unsymmetrical. The por- 
tion of the wave above the zero axis is 
dissimilar to the portion below the zero 
axis. All odd harmonics distort the sine 
wave, but the distortion is exactly sym- 
metrical for the upper and the lower 
portion of the wave. This is due to the 
fact that even harmonics have their full 
positive and negative swings during 
each half cycle of the fundamental. 
Take the case of a strong second har- 
monic added to the fundamental: When 
both are in phase, that is, start from the 
same point, the first half cycle of the 
harmonic adds to the fundamental, 
whereas the second half cycle subtracts 
from it. When we get to the second 
half cycle of the fundamental the third 
half cycle of the harmonic is positive, 
whereas the second half cycle of the 
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Fig. 6. 

Oscilloscope 
equipment 
complete. 
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fundamental is negative. Here again 
we obtain a subtraction of amplitude 
and by a similar process of reasoning 
it becomes evident that the fourth half 
cycle of the second harmonic will add 
to the second half cycle of the funda- 
mental. This gives the unsymmetrical 
wave. The same process of analysis can 
be used to show that all even harmonics 
when added to the fundamental will 

Connections for Various Methods of Studying Modulation 
Amplitude Axis 

Without linear With linear 
detection detection Method Time Axis 

R -F. without time Both time axis 
axis. plates short -cir- 

cuited. 

R -F. with sinu- 
soidal time axis. 

Both plates con- 
nected through po- 
tentiometer to out- 
put of line ampli- 
fier. 

R -F. with linear Both plates con - 
time axis. nected to sweep 

circuit. Input to 
sweep connected to 
output of line am- 
plifier. 

Connected to pick- 
up coil placed near 
antenna coil. 

Both plates con- 
nected to pickup 
coil placed near an- 
tenna coil. 

Both plates con- 
nected to r -f. pick- 
up coil. 

Both plates connected 
to output of linear de- 
tector which is fed by 
r -f. pickup coil. 

Both plates connected 
to output of linear de- 
tector which is fed by 
r -f. pickup coil. 

Both plates connected 
to output of linear de- 
tector which is fed by 
r -f. pickup coil. 

ANUMBER of important rulings 
have recently been announced 
by the tax department with re- 
spect to the tax on radios and 

phonograph records. The following is 
a digest of these rulings prepared by J. 
S. Seidman, tax expert of Seidman & 

Seidman, New York, certified public 
accountants. 

1. Ornamental metal pieces which 
are placed on the front of a radio cabi- 
net around the window in which the 
dial appears, known in the trade as be- 
zels or escutcheons, are not subject to 
tax when sold to manufacturers of radio 
cabinets. They are, however, subject 
to tax when sold by the radio cabinet 
manufacturer in connection with the 
sale of a radio cabinet. 

2. A power transformer sold to pub- 
lic utilities for use in the distribution 
system is not subject to tax. The small 
type of transformer is not subject to 

Taxes on Radio 
tax when sold separately. However, 
where it is sold in connection with any 
of the taxable radio parts, the tax will 
attach to the sales price of the assem- 
bled article. 

3. Photophone sound systems for re- 
cording and reproducing sound in con- 
nection with motion pictures are not 
taxable as such. 

4. Motion picture records, on the 
other hand, that is, records on which 
are recorded the sound effects which, 
when synchronized with a motion pic- 
ture film through a suitable apparatus. 
produce so- called talking movies, are 
taxable if they are in the form of elec- 
trical transcription phonograph records, 
inasmuch as the tax is upon the rec- 
ords themselves and not on the manner 
in which they are used. 

5. Broadcast transmitter equipment 
and power tubes or accessories there- 

generate waves whose positive and neg- 
ative nodes are dissimilar. 

All odd harmonics start and finish in 
the same direction as each half wave 
of the fundamental, thereby producing 
a wave that is symmetrical. A similar 
method of analysis can be applied to 
elliptical figures obtained with a sinus- 
oidal time axis. 

Unlike a mechanical system, a radio 
system gives no visible signs of its op- 
eration, except in unusual cases. The 
operator does not actually see what is 
happening. At best the meters give a 
static indication of what is happening. 
However, the ideal system would give 
a dynamic indication, that is, it would 
enable one to see each electron as it 
passes from one part of the circuit to 
the next. The cathode ray tube is the 
closest approach to this, for it enables 
us to see what actually happens. As a 
result of the experiments conducted at 
Station WLTH it seems evident that 
a cathode ray tube is indispensable for 
this work. 

We are greatly indebted to J. Burch, 
chief engineer of Station WLTH, and 
Robert Atkin, without whose active co- 
operation these experiments would not 
have been possible. 

for are not taxable unless they form one 
of the articles specifically enumerated 
in the law. 

6. Vacuum tubes sold for use in con- 
nection with broadcast transmitters or 
photophone sound systems are taxable 
if they are of the same type as those 
used in the radio receiving set or com- 
bination radio and phonograph sets. The 
fact that they are sold for a non -taxable 
use does not exempt them. 

7. Radio tubes of the same general 
types as those in radio receiving sets, 
bought for testing or experimental pur- 
poses, are subject to tax, as the privi- 
lege of purchasing tax -free under an 
exemption certificate extends only 
where the taxable article is used as a 
material in the manufacture or produc- 
ion of another taxable article, and not 
where it is consumed by the manufac- 
turer himself. 
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Photoelectric 
relays t 

By W. R. KING* 

Equipment for usual types 
of application -a -c. and 
d -c supply circuits. 

PHOTOELECTRIC relays, or 
light relays as they are sometimes 
called, are being used in an in- 
creasing number of new and suc- 

cessful applications in the United States 
and Canada. Many machine designers 
and plant engineers have learned that 
they are justified in considering the 
beam of light along with their cams, 
levers, limit switches, and other me- 
chanical contrivances. The fact that 
the beam of light does not wear out, 
offers no resistance to moving objects, 
and cannot mar or scratch finished 
parts, makes its use highly advantage- 
ous in many operations. 

Although many specialized applica- 
tions of photoelectric tubes- have been 
made, involving more or less special 
equipment designed to meet the par- 
ticular requirements, in this article 
consideration will be given only to 
those applications and equipments in 
which a relatively large change of light 
on a photoelectric tube causes the open- 
ing or closing of an electric circuit. 

The mode of operation of the photo- 
electric tube has been described many 
times in technical literature; and for 
this reason only brief mention will be 
made here that light, falling on the 
sensitized cathode, causes an electron 
emission which allows a current flow 
proportional to the light flux, and fur- 
thermore, that this current is of such 
a low order of magnitude that it re- 
quires amplification, generally by some 
other electronic device, to increase it 
to a useful value. 

Various types of photoelectric relays 
to meet the different operating condi- 
tions, power supplies, and speed re- 
quirements have been made available 
to industry by the electrical manufac- 
turers. These devices are generally 
complete in themselves; that is, the 
photoelectric tube, a means of amplify - 

tA paper presented at the International Elec- 
trical Congress, Paris, France, July 4 -12, 1932. 'Industrial Engineering Department, General 
Electric Company. 

ing the photo -current, the necessary 
amplifying circuit components (trans- 
formers, resistors, capacitors, etc.), 
and a relay or contractor are all in- 
cluded, mounted, and connected. The 
user has only to select a proper type 
of photoelectric relay, make connec- 
tions to the power supply and to the 
circuit to be controlled. The selection 
of a suitable light source is also an im- 
portant point and should obviously be 
considered at the time of selecting the 
photoelectric relay. 

One of the simplest types of photo- 
electric relays is that employing a 
pliotron. This device operates from an 
a -c. supply. The output current of the 
pliotron amplifying tube energizes the 
coil of a sensitive relay which in turn 
controls a contactor. The user may 
adjust the device to suit the amount of 
light on the photoelectric tube by means 
of an adjusting potentiometer which 
controls the bias voltage of the pliotron 
tube. In this device, the photoelectric 
tube is mounted in a separate housing 
and connected to the amplifier circuit 
by a flexible cable. This makes the 
device quite flexible in its application. 
The length of the cable, however, can- 
not be increased unduly without sacri- 
ficing sensitivity. The reason for this 
is that the interconductor capacitance 
constitutes an impedance paralleling the 
photoelectric tube. Since the impe- 
dance of the photoelectric circuit is 
many megohms, it is obvious that the 
capacitance of the two leads does not 
have to be large to represent an impe- 
dance (at sixty cycles) low enough to 
effectively short circuit the photoelec- 
tric tube. By using shielded cable and 
taking precaution to keep the inter - 
conductor capacitance as low as possi- 
ble, the cable may be increased to many 
feet if necessary. 

A cable length of four or five feet is 
suitable for most purposes and can be 
used without any appreciable sacrifice 
in sensitivity. 

Margin 

One photoelectric relay operates on 
light changes of the order of 40 to 50 
per cent and may be successfully op- 
erated with light intensities as low as 
ten foot -candles; that is, with an illu- 
mination of ten foot -candles the con- 
tactor is open, but if the light is de- 
creased to five foot -candles the con- 
tactor will close. With higher illumi- 
nation values the per cent change re- 
quired decreases somewhat, but the 
actual change in illumination required, 
expressed in foot -candles, is greater 
than at the lower illumination values. 
The figures given neglect voltage varia- 
tion which will be taken up later. 

A similar device, but for operation 
from d -c. industrial circuits, requires 

a tapped resistor to provide the various 
necessary voltages which, in the a -c. 
unit, are provided by several seconda- 
ries on a small transformer. Since the 
pliotron tube filament is designed for 
low voltage, and requires approximately 
one ampere, the voltage divider must 
be designed for this current. Conse- 
quently, some power is wasted. A 125 - 
volt unit, for example, uses 125 watts 
(contactor de- energized), as against 
about 10 watts for the a -c. device. Ob- 
viously, if the d -c. supply voltage is 
higher the power consumption increases 
accordingly since the current is fixed 
by the pliotron tube filament rating. 

The d -c. unit, however, has some 
advantage to compensate for its in- 
creased power consumption. The prob- 
lem of capacitance in the lead to the 
photoelectric tube does not appear, so 
the lead may be extended to many feet. 
Of course, proper precautions must be 
taken to prevent actual leakage oc- 
curring between the two conductors. 

The d -c. photoelectric relay may be 
operated by an illumination change of 
about two foot -candles, this value re- 
maining practically constant up to ap- 
proximately 20 foot-candles ; that is, at 
16 foot -candles the contactor is open 
and a decrease to 14 foot -candles causes 
it to close; at 10 foot -candles, the con- 
tactor is open and a decrease to eight 
foot -candles causes it to close. The 
minimum illumination for operation is 
about five foot -candles. These figures 
neglect the effect of voltage variations. 

The speed of operation of the two 
devices so far considered is limited by 
the time required to operate the two 
magnetic relays successively. In a typi- 
cal case this time of response is of 
the order of one -tenth second. Many 
applications arise in which the light 
impulse (or the light interruption) does 

AuTa r44 
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Fig. 1. Typical cell and relay circuit. 
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not last as long as one -tenth second; 
for example, in counting objects, even 
though the count may total only a hun- 
dred or so per minute, the objects are 
often so small and pass at such a speed 
that duration of the light beam inter- 
ruption is far less than one -tenth sec- 
ond. One must not be deceived by the 
number of "counts per minute;" the 
duration of both the light and shadow 
must be considered. 

Relay Lag 

Since the time lag is practically all 
in the magnetic devices, it was natural 
to try to eliminate them to increase the 
speed of response. This was done in 
one case by using the thyratron tube. 
Practically speaking, the thyratron 
tube is a mercury-arc or mercury-vapor 
rectifier having grid control. For this 
article, we need consider only the mer- 
cury-vapor thyratron tube employing 
a hot cathode. In this tube there is, for 
a given anode voltage, a particular 
grid voltage at which ionization will 
just occur, permitting the tube to pass 
current. Once the anode current is 
started, the grid has no appreciable ef- 
fect on it. The grid cannot limit or 
stop the flow of current, but can regain 
control to keep it from starting again 
if the flow is stopped long enough for 
the mercury vapor to de- ionize. If an 
a -c. voltage is applied to the grid, the 
phase relation between this voltage and 
the anode voltage will determine the 
point at which the tube begins to con- 
duct in each cycle. 

In a typical small thyratron tube 
having an anode current rating of one- 
half ampere, the ionization time is of 
the order of 10 micro -seconds and the 
deionization time of the order of 1,000 
micro -seconds. Since the grid requires 
only a very small amount of power, we 
have a relaying device without mag- 
netic or mechanical lag. There are, of 
course, certain limitations which will 
be discussed later. 

In the photoelectric relay first men- 
tioned, the pliotron tube output cur- 
rent is definitely related to the photo- 
electric tube current and therefore, to 
the amount of light on the photoelec- 
tric tube. If the pliotron tube current 
is passed through a suitable resistor, 
the voltage drop across this resistor of- 
fers a means of controlling the thyra- 
tron tube as a relaying device. When 
the light, and therefore the pliotron 
tube current, is below a certain value, 
the voltage applied to the thyratron 
tube grid is not high enough to permit 
the thyratron tube to conduct. When 
the light is above this value, the in- 
creased voltage permits the thyratron 
tube to conduct. A simple reversal of 
connection permits operation in the op- 
posite sense; that is, the thyratron tube 

will conduct on a light decrease. The 
contactor shown is energized by the 
thyratron tube, but the tube may ener- 
gize the load directly if the required 
current does not exceed the rated anode 
current. 

From the figures given on the ioniza- 
tion time of the thyratron tube, it is 
apparent that it will respond to ampli- 
fied light impulses (or light interrup- 
tions) of very short duration. But since 
the tubes are all supplied with alternat- 
ing current and are all rectifying de- 
vices, that is, they pass current only 
when their respective anodes are posi- 
tive, it would be possible for light im- 
pulses or interruptions of extreme short 
duration to occur during a negative 
half cycle when no response would re- 
sult. This imposes a practical limita- 
tion dependent upon the system fre- 
quency. To be positive of consistently 
securing an electrical impulse of at 
least one -half cycle duration, the light 
impulse or interruption must be not less 
than the equivalent of one cycle dura- 
tion. 

Time Constant 

The other limitation which occurs is 
that of the load itself. If it is a mag- 
netic device, its time of response rather 
than the system frequency will proba- 
bly be the limiting factor. The prac- 
tical minimum is generally from 2 to 3 

cycles, although some cases will proba- 
bly be found in which response may 
be consistently secured in a shorter 
interval. 

At first glance, it may seem that this 
detailed consideration of speed of re- 
sponse could not be of practical im- 
portance or use. It has been found, 
however, that not only do a large num- 
ber of applications require response in 
the short times so far considered, but 
many require response to light or dark 
impulses of much less duration. The 
solution of such problems obviously 
cannot be secured using a -c. equipment. 
The photoelectric - pliotron - thyratron 
tube combination, however, offers an 
excellent solution when operated from 
direct current. The system will theo- 
retically respond to impulses of the 
order of ten micro -seconds and has al- 
ready been used commercially to re- 
spond to impulses of less than 0.002 
second. When the impulse occurs the 
thyratron tube conducts and, since its 
anode voltage continues positive, it con- 
tinues to conduct until the anode cir- 
cuit is opened. This permits time for 
a magnetic device to operate, but pro- 
hibits response to impulses recurring 
in anything like the same time as the 
duration of the impulses; that is, the 
time between impulses must be much 
longer than the duration of the indi- 
vidual impulses. While this difficulty 
might appear to be a severe limitation, 

Fig. 2. Another arrangement of photocell 
and relay. 

it has generally been found possible to 
arrange to open the anode circuit with- 
out interfering with the required oper- 
ation. 

Because of the high -speed response 
required of this circuit arrangement, it 
is important that capacitances in the 
high- impedance photoelectric -tube cir- 
cuit be maintained even though the 
equipment is operating from direct cur- 
rent. Since the equipment will perform 
functions hitherto impossible, the care 
and expense necessary to reduce the 
circuit time lags to a minimum is 
usually warranted. 

While it has been stated that the 
equipment operates from direct current, 
it may be well to mention that it is 
desirable to heat the pliotron and thy- 
ratron tube filaments from alternating 
current, since they are both designed 
for high current and low voltage. If 
only alternating current is available, 
the necessary direct current may be se- 
cured by a tube rectifier with suitable 
filter to remove the ripple. 

The effect of supply voltage varia- 
tions on the several types of photo- 
electric relays is an important consid- 
eration. In the simpler types, the re- 
sultant effect is a combination of the 
effects on the photoelectric tube sensi- 
tivity, the bias voltage of the pliotron 
tube, and the anode voltage, all tending 
to cause a resultant change in the same 
direction. Furthermore, if the light 
source is supplied from the same vary- 
ing voltage, its effect will also cause a 
change in the same direction as the 
other factors mentioned, and generally 
an important one, since the light from 
the incandescent lamp varies more than 
proportionately with the voltage. 

Voltage Variation 

The next effect of voltage variation 
is to increase the required change in 
light necessary to produce consistent 
operation. The maximum -light condi- 
tion must provide enough light to keep 
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the relay current above the pick -up 
value even at the minimum voltage and 
the low -light conditions must be low 
enough to permit the relay to drop out 
even at the maximum voltage. It is, 
therefore, desirable to make the light 
change as large as possible in all cases. 

This indicates that the light source 
must merit serious consideration and 
this is exactly the case. The most con- 
venient lamp for use in light units for 
photoelectric -relay application is the 
low- voltage concentrated -filament lamp 
widely used in automobile headlights. 
With a simple optical system consist- 
ing of a single piano- convex lens, it is 
possible to secure a beam of high in- 
tensity and very slight divergence. Such 
a light unit provides sufficient illumi- 
nation at a distance of 20 to 25 feet 
to operate the photoelectric relay. 

Since the lamp filaments operate at 
quite high temperatures, their life, at 
rated voltage, is relatively short for in- 
dustrial applications and a failure of 
the control equipment would result in 
the loss of valuable production time. 
For this reason, the light units are com- 
monly designed to operate the lamp be- 
low normal rated voltage. This is done, 
of course, only at a sacrifice of . some 
of the light. The advantages of greater 
continuity of service, however, war- 
rant this sacrifice. 

For use on d -c. industrial circuits the 
same lamp and optical system is com- 
monly used with a series resistor. This 
wastes some power, but the higher volt- 
age, concentrated filament lamps are 
much larger and more fragile. 

Light units employing more complex 
optical systems have been made for in- 
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dividual applications, particularly those 
in which the light must reach the pho- 
toelectric tube through a very small 
aperture. 

Although there are many factors to 
be considered in laying out a prospec- 
tive photoelectric relay application, the 
advantages accruing from successful 
installations definitely indicate that the 
thought and effort is warranted. As 
engineers throughout the world become 
more familiar with the use of light 
sensitive devices, they will find the ap- 
parent complexities to be no greater 
than ordinarily expected in using new 
types of equipment. Undoubtedly im- 
provements in equipment design will 
result from the increased usage. Ulti- 
mately the photoelectric relay will prob- 
ably be as commonplace as the magnetic 
switch and the limit switch are today. 

When the telegraph came to New York 
THE projected preservation of the 

Audubon homestead on the Hud- 
son shore, upper New York, has 
raised the question as to whether 

this house played a part in the history 
of the telegraph as the New York ter- 
minus of the first line to enter the city. 

It is a matter of record that the 
naturalist, Audubon, and S. F. B. 
Morse, the inventor of the telegraph, 
were contemporaries and friends. 

In the year 1845, and later, the Audu- 
bon house was a place of note on the 
New York side of the Hudson river 
and, being well up the river, there were 
not many other residences in that 
neighborhood. 

The locality was favorable to an 
overhead crossing for wires over the 
Hudson. On each side the banks were 
high above the water and the bulk of 
ship traffic was carried on consider- 
ably to the south of that point. Thus 
the likelihood of schooners' high masts 
engaging the suspended wires was 
diminished. 

The first Morse telegraph line in 
America was that erected from Wash- 
ington, D. C., to Baltimore, Md., in the 
Spring of 1844. In 1845 the Magnetic 
Telegraph Company built connecting 
sections from Baltimore to Philadel- 
phia and Philadelphia to Jersey City 
and to Fort Lee. Amos Kendall, pre- 
viously postmaster general, was elected 
president of the telegraph company in 
November, 1845. The railroad com- 
panies traversing New Jersey refused 
to permit the telegraph company to 
erect poles and string wires along their 
right of way, presumably owing to dif- 
ferences with Mr. Kendall while he was 

postmaster general. The telegraph line, 
therefore, was erected by way of Mor- 
gañ s Corners, Morristown, Doyles- 
town, Somerville and on to the Hudson 
river. The line from Philadelphia was 
first operated to an office at Fort Lee. 
Later, an office was established in the 
Ferry House, Jersey City. 

An early historian, writing of this 
situation, stated: 

"For some time no effort was made 
to cross the Hudson with a wire. The 
river seemed to roll there an insuper- 
able barrier. Many schemes were pro- 
posed: balloons, pigeons, piers in mid- 
stream, anchored ships -to serve as 
supports for wires, and so on." 

The office at Jersey City was the 
telegraphic headquarters for New York 
City. The historian quoted, stated also: 
"The puny instruments in that narrow 
house across the river set Gotham in a 
buzz of excitement. Old Trinity, St. 
Peter's and the City Hall looked like 
bold adventurers standing on the 
shoulders of a wondering crowd to 
peer across the channel into that dingy 
sanctum where operated the greatest 
invention of the age." 

Telegrams for persons in New York 
were brought over by agents traveling 
on ferry boats, and messages from New 
York were thus ferried to Jersey City. 

Short sections of gutta percha cov- 
ered wires were laid across the Bound 
Brook, and across the Passaic river, in 
New Jersey, in 1847. In 1848 a similar 
cable was laid across the Hudson river 
from Jersey City to New York. This 
worked for a short time, but was soon 
disrupted by a ship's anchor. A line 
was then built up the west side of the 
river to West Point and the wires 
strung between a mast on each side of 
the stream, which at this point is nar- 

row. Poor construction doomed this 
line to early failure. 

It was in 1850 that two gutta percha 
covered cables were laid across the Hud- 
son between Washington Heights, 
N. Y., and Fort Lee, N. J. The con- 
ductors served fairly well for a time, 
but were frequently broken. 

In 1851, masts were erected on Wash- 
ington Heights and at Fort Lee, be- 
tween which five wires were suspended 
for use during the summer months. 
For winter use gutta percha covered 
wires were laid along the bottom of the 
river between the two shore stations. 
During the winter the reduced ship 
traffic lessened the danger from drag- 
ging anchors. 

In 1856, in January, storms destroyed 
the masts for the third time within a 
year. 

The place in these operations occupied 
by the Audubon residence is not clearly 
recorded in telegraphic history. Inas- , 

much as repeaters were not employed at 
Fort Lee or at the Washington Heights 
terminus of the river crossing, there 
was little occasion for shore stations. 
The Philadelphia -New York line was 
simply connected through these points. 
The Audubon house may have been d 
headquarters from which operations for 
line building were directed. 

It was in February, 1856, that a suc- 
cessful armoured cable of three con- 
ductors was laid across the Hudson be- 
tween the Stevens estate (Hoboken) 
and a point directly across on the New 
York side. 

Thus, for ten years after the tele- 
graph reached Jersey City the "insuper- 
able barrier" the Hudson river was, 
during most of the time, bridged by 
means of messenger boys toting mes- 
sages back and forth on ferry boats. 
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Airport 
radio 
transmitter 

By W. M. KNOTT* 

Standardized radio equip- 
ment is used to direct evo- 
lutions of airplanes in flight, 
and to direct landings. 

L" WILLIAMS, one of 
America's leading stunt 
flyers, had taken off from 
the Cleveland airport to 

thrill the spectators at the national air 
races with aerial acrobatics. As he 
gained altitude a voice boomed out over 
a public address system commanding, 
"Al! Do a barrel roll to the right." 
Surprising enough was the instant re- 
sponse seen by the crowd as the racer 
snapped over as though answering the 
voice directly. Several other maneuvers 
were completed at the request of the 
announcer on the ground. 

This rather spectacular performance 
indicated how an airplane pilot can re- 
ceive information from the ground with 
radio equipment. A Western Electric 
10A radio transmitter, connected to a 
public- address system so that those on 
the field could hear the messages was 
used to transmit the radio telephone 
signals which were received by the pilot 
with a 9D radio receiver. Both trans- 
mitter and receiver are recent develop- 
ments of the Bell laboratories, and the 
apparatus used at Cleveland was stand- 
ard with the exception of the connec- 

Radio Development Engineer, Bell Telephone 
Laboratories. Inc. 

Operating Panel 
of Airport Ra- 
dio Transmitter 

tion of the public address system to the 
radio circuit. 

The l0A radio transmitter, shown in 

the photograph at the head of this arti- 
cle, was designed particularly for use 
at airports in transmitting information 
to flyers to regulate their landing and 
to advise them of weather or field con- 
ditions with which they must be ac- 
quainted to safeguard and expedite their 
flight. A frequency of 278 kc. has been 
set aside by the Federal Radio Com- 
mission for the use of ground stations 
in providing this service. 

Transmitter Requirements 

Requirements placed on such an air- 
port transmitter are rather severe. It 
must have a high degree of reliability 
since the lives of passengers and pilots 
may depend upon its performance at a 
moment's notice, and at the same time 
it should be extremely simple to operate 
because personnel untrained in radio 
operation and maintenance must han- 
dle it. It must also be protected against 
unauthorized adjustment or tampering, 
since it is frequently installed in places 
where people other than the operator 
have access to it. Despite tuning by 
inexperienced operators and possible 
changes in antenna position, it must 
hold accurately to its assigned fre- 
quency, and must be capable of deliver- 
ing adequate power to antennas which 
are much smaller and less favorably 

located than those normally used for 
these frequencies. To secure a maxi- 
mum operating range without exceed- 
ing the antenna power of 15 watts al- 
lowed by the Federal Radio Commis- 
sion, it should be capable of substan- 
tially complete modulation. 

All these requirements have been met 
in the design of the 10A transmitter, the 
schematic diagram of which is shown 
in Fig. 1. It will be noted from this 
circuit that in addition to two rectifier 
tubes, used to convert the ordinarily 
available 110 -volt alternating- current 
supply to direct- current of various po- 
tentials, only three vacuum tubes are 
employed. The frequency is maintained 
constant by a crystal controlled oscilla- 
tor to within .025% under all condi- 
tions of use. A thermostatically con- 
trolled heater unit, obtaining power 
from a small transformer, holds the 
crystal at a constant temperature. A 
second transformer supplies low volt- 
age for all the filaments including those 
of the rectifiers, and a third transformer 
furnishes high voltage for the rectifiers 
which are of the hot -cathode mercury - 
vapor type. 

The Ampli -ier 

At the top of Fig. 1 on the left is the 
audio amplifier, a 252A vacuum tube 
capable of supplying sufficient power for 
substantially complete modulation of 
the carrier wave. An input transformer 
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couples the microphone to the grid of 
this tube. Next to the right is the crys- 
tal oscillator with its temperature con- 
trol, and to the right of this, the oscil- 
lator tube with a tuned plate circuit. 
The modulating amplifier, next to the 
right, is a four -element 254A tube. The 
plate circuit of this tube has two 
branches: one containing a condenser, 
and the other a variometer and adjusta- 
ble condenser in series. Across the lat- 
ter is shunted the antenna circuit. The 
antenna tuning coil, on the extreme 
right, has sufficient range to resonate 

Fig. I. Schematic 
diagram of the 
IOA transmitter. 

Fig. 2. The IOA trans- 
mitter is compactly ar- 
ranged and when the 
front cover is locked 
shut only two control 
switches project. 

antennas of a great variety of sizes. 
Unless the transmitting frequency or 

the antenna is changed, tuning is re- 
quired only at intervals of several 
months. To prevent the adjustments 
from being changed except by author- 
ized persons, the tuning elements are 
arranged for control only by a special 
tool that is normally locked inside the 
case. Meters are furnished to indicate 
the correct tuning positions. 

For normal operation only two con - 
trols are required and these project 
through the lower part of the front of 

AUDIO 
AMPLIFIER 

OSCILLATOR 

the case. One is the heater switch, 
which places the set in readiness for 
operation. Operation of this switch 
connects power to the crystal tempera- 
ture control unit which maintains the 
crystal at the proper temperature. The 
other is the transmitter switch, opera- 
tion of which connects power to the 
tube filaments and to the heater of a 
time -delay switch which, after an in- 
terval of about twenty seconds, con- 
nects the high voltage to the plates and 
grids. All the power transformers are 
wound for a primary voltage of from 
100 to 120 volts so that an ordinary 
lighting circuit may be used. Only 225 
watts are required in all. 

Two -Way Operation 

The transmitter is usually left on the 
air during an entire conversation, al- 
though provision is made for the addi- 
tion of an external plate control switch 
which can be used to disconnect the 
plate supply without the operation of 
the transmitter switch, which would 
also interrupt the filament supply. This 
switch may be used to stop the carrier 
output during periods of reception, if 
necessary to avoid interference with the 
receiver. 

Although the transmitter is operated 
on 278 kc. when employed for ordinary 
airport purposes, it can be operated on 
any frequency from 230 to 500 kc. It 
will deliver ten watts of power to an- 
tennas of the type with which it will 
ordinarily be used. A range of from 
40 to 50 miles can be relied upon un- 
der average conditions. 
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to take a piece of red pressboard, cut 
an accurate hole that will slightly force - 
fit the peg and cement it in place on 
the record while record is in correct 
position on the turntable. 

If the pull on the tone arm under load 
were to be shown by an indicating dyna- 
mometer, it would be seen varying in 
correspondence with the modulation 
much like an antenna ammeter. This 
means that there must be no lost motion 
between the pivot and the needle as al- 
ready suggested. If this is not observed, 
the staccato notes will chirp ever so 
slightly, while longer notes will have a 
whining quality. This may also occur 
wherever the pickup armature is 
packed wholly in rubber instead of 
being mounted on a definite pivot 
to secure the radius of oscillation 
of the needle. With variations in 
the load due to changes in ampli- 
tude and frequency, the center of os- 
cillation of the armature shifts up and 
down along its axis seeking the most 
natural mode of vibration, thereby in- 
troducing undesirable distortion due to 
harmonics. A pivoted armature is es- 
pecially desirable therefore if "home" 
recording is to be done. For similar 
reasons, tone arms like the one shown 
ir. Fig. 1 should be especially rigid at 
the point N ; otherwise vibration of the 
entire head may enter to give poor 
quality. 

Vibration 

The inertia of the governor weights, 
together with the elasticity of the gov- 
ernor springs, form a resonant system 
capable, as is usual, of various modes 
of vibration. With variations in the 
modulation Ioad come pulses on the mo- 
tor governor. They may be sufficient 
and of such frequency as to cause gov- 
ernor instability. This is true also in 
case the link between motor and turn- 
table is a flexible coupling, or a long 
belt. The precaution to be taken here 
is to see that all drive shafts are so short 
and thick as practicable with no elastic 
couplings and that the turntable for 78 
r.p.m. weighs not less than 10 to 15 

pounds, while for 33 r.p.m. not less than 
30 to 50 pounds. These values have a 
liberal margin of safety and may be 

pared down when impracticable or in- 
convenient. Not a bad remedy is to 
turn the turntable upside down on a 
level surface and fill it with hot lead. 
Heavy turntables are still more valua- 
ble in the event of recording. Still an- 
other advantage of high inertia Y :n- 
tables lies in the fact that hum and 
rotor vibration are effectively damped, 

thereby eliminating the need for the 
ruse of flexible couplings and elastic 
suspensions heretofore resorted to, and, 
permitting the use of more solid and 
direct connection of motor to turntable, 
free from the evils of elasticity. 

Concerning the matter of lost motion 
along the horizontal axis of the tone 
arm : In some cases it is the practice 
to mount the tone arm on a baseboard 
or casting and give the motor an elas- 
tic suspension. The evils that follow 
need not be discussed in view of what 
has already been said. The resulting 
resonant system is "bowed," as with a 
violin bow, into all its natural modes 
by the drag of the needle on the record. 
In still other cases the motor and arm 
are mounted on a highly absorptive 
composition baseboard, but which al- 
lows enough flexibility to destroy the 
rigidity between tone arm and motor. 
It is best to make the base a heavy 
casting from % inch to 1 inch thick, 
and mount motor and tone arm solidly 
thereon. Such a mounting, together 
with high inertia turntables, gives a 
noise pickup far less than the surface 
noise of the record and which is there- 
fore entirely inaudible. The final touch 
to secure stability of tone is to give 
the pickup head, not the tone arm, an 
excess of inertia by loading it with at 
least a pound of lead, a half on each 
side, as low as practicable and counter- 
balancing the arm to prevent excessive 
pressure on the record. This procedure 
will give an improved response on the 
low frequencies on the order of 16 to 
50 cycles per second. The improve- 
ment on organ records is sometimes 
very marked. 

Position of Needle 

The ideal position of the needle is 
vertical. It then will give the most 

,,,, 

Fig. 3. Typical 
form of governor. 
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Fig. 2. Horizontal tone arm. 

accurate tracing of the wave in the 
groove. However, in this position the 
surface noise is excessive and the wear 
on the record and needle is greatest. 
Therefore, the angle with the record 
plane should be decreased until it no 
further reduces the surface noise. 
Usually the head is already mounted 
just about right in this regard. The 
tone arm should be mounted so that 
the needle is in a vertical plane tangent 
to the groove. Since the radius of the 
groove is constantly changing, this is 
not exactly possible. The correct 
method is to mount the tone arm so 
that the needle will pass directly over 
the peg in the center of the turntable. 
The longer the tone arm, the nearer 
will the needle remain tangent with all 
the grooves during reproduction. 

It has been stated that the instanta- 
neous velocity of reproduction must at 
all times be the same as that of record- 
ing. This does not mean that without 
exception the angular velocity must be 
constant. if a "home" recording is 
played back without disturbing the 
record, the turntable irregularities per 
revolution, if periodic, will repeat them- 
selves in the reproduction and so far 
as velocity is concerned will be perfect. 
Random irregularities in velocity will 
spoil the reproduction, however. It is 
desirable to have a mark on the edge 
of the table and mark the record ac- 
cordingly ; then advantage may be taken 
of this principle whenever the record 
is played any time later. 

It may be assumed that recordings 
by reliable manufacturers are made with 
constant angular velocity. The problem, 
therefore, is limited to designing or 
selecting an inexpensive motor that will 
give reasonable constant angular ve- 
locity. Manufacturers have in some 
cases gone to excessive expense in the 
design and construction of constant 
speed turntables when recognition of 
the simple principles discussed would 
have avoided this. The ear has consid- 
erable "margin of safety" so that it is 
only necessary to secure apparent per- 
fection of operation. The flaws intro- 
duced into reproduction by the evils 
already considered are small, but taken 
cumulatively result in lowering the qual- 
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Turntable design 

and operation 

By V. V. GUNSOLLEY* 

THE fundamental principle of per- 
fect reproduction is: At all points 
along the record groove, the in- 
stantaneous velocity during repro- 

duction must be the saute as the corre- 
sponding instantaneous velocity during 
recording. 

Any departure from this principle, 
however small, causes a corresponding 
degradation and serves to put highly en- 
gineered amplifiers to naught. Unless 
engineers can achieve mechanical as 
well as electrical perfection, without 
excessive cost, audiences will continue 
to complain of record broadcasting. It 
is their duty, therefore, to see that pur- 
chases of phono- equipment do not have 
the undesirable features to be noted 
herein. 

Momentary inspection of the extreme 
example in Fig. 1 shows unmistakably 
that the higher the pivot P above the 
"Normal Record Plane," the greater 
will be the variation of the sine BC for 
any given variation of the angle ¢ 
caused by the rising and falling of the 
needle with the vertical wobbling of the 
turntable, and is a maximum as the an- 
gle ¢ approaches 90 °. Conversely, the 
effect is a minimum when P is in the 
"Normal Record Plane," and is in- 
versely proportional to the length of 
the tone arm. Since variations in the 
sine BC cause the horizontal compo- 
nent of motion of the needle relative to 
the record along its groove, it is also 
equivalent to unsteady rotation of the 
turntable. It is not unreasonable to 
require that the tone arm be not less 
than 18 inches long for 10- inch record 
reproduction and 24 inches long for 16- 
inch record reproduction; and for other 
reasons which will subsequently be dealt 
with. The pivot should be on a level 
with the normal record plane, and the 
tone arm should be incapable of any lost 
motion along its horizontal axis. The 
turntable should have no perceptible 

*Consulting engineer. 

The increasing use of phonograph type records in 

radio broadcasting has necessitated studies of and 
improvements in turntables. In this complete 
article Mr. Gunsolley goes thoroughly into the 
subject and makes various practical suggestions. 
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vertical wobble, thereby limiting the 
rise and fall of the tone arm to that 
due to the warp of the record, if any. 
A wobbling turntable is most easily 
corrected by shimming up the felt or 
velvet cover on the low side. The ex- 
pert mechanic who has the facilities may 
correct the trouble with a 1 -lb. hammer 
applied to the hub with skill and judg- 
ment, but not with the turntable on the 
machine. 

The Tone Arm 

For the reasons given in Fig. 1 the 
type of tone arm shown in Fig. 2A is 
unsuitable. Here the tone arm is held 
horizontally at all times, only the head 
dangling on the pivot P. The equivalent 
is that of a very short tone arm high 
above the record surface, which all the 
more varies the value of the sine ¢ for 
any rise and fall in the record surface 
during rotation. A modification of this 
model, Fig. 2B, has an automatic device 
for starting the pickup in the groove. 
When it must be used, see that the 
turntable runs true; if possible, remodel 
it so that its pivot is as close to the 
record as possible, or, put an extension 
on the pickup so that the head is farther 
away from the pivot and set the length- 
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Fig. 1. nrmatrat- 
ing motion of 
needle, tone arm 

and table. 

cued assembly back so that the needle 
comes into the old position. 

Records 

For years manufacturers have turned 
out records moulded off center by vari- 
ous amounts up to one- eighth inch or 
more. Obviously this means a variation 
of speed both above and below, each 
revolution, from that at which the mas- 
ter was recorded. li it is not obvious 
that this is true, try cutting a second 
hole along side the first one and see if 
the music is intelligible. The wob- 
bling sound on sustained tones is per- 
ceptible for even the slightest eccen- 
tricity of record motion. To some peo- 
ple this gives an effect of an instru- 
ment that is out of tune; since there 
is no definite part of the varying tone 
that the ear can set upon as the true 
pitch. No record should be accepted 
that is not moulded exactly on center. 
Records on hand should be centered up 
by scraping out the side of the hole 
on which the radius is short until there 
is no perceptible side motion of the 
pickup during playing. This side of the 
hole should then be marked with white 
paint and the announcer instructed to 
place that side against the peg. To in- 
sure that this is done, it may be better 
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EDUCATIONAL BROADCAST FROM 
KQV 

COOPERATING with the Pittsburgh 
pubic schools, Station KQV will as- 

sist in the development of the radio 
for general educational work. The plan 
to be followed is arranged and the first 
subject selected is music. Six half -hour 
periods will be used beginning Wednes- 
day, October 19th, at 1:00 p. m., and 
each succeeding Wednesday at the same 
hour. 

Each program will be complete in it- 
self and will be of interest not only to 
the classes in the schools, but the pub- 
lic as well. At the given hour the pupils 
in all the schools in Pittsburgh will be 
assembled in groups in the auditoriums 
of their several buildings. 

The orchestra and choruses for each 
lesson will be taken to the studios of 
KQV where the broadcast will origi- 
nate. The talent used will be groups 
selected from the various schools who 
are specially trained so that the per- 
formance they give will definitely em- 
phasize and illustrate the points in the 
lesson given by the professor in charge. 
One lesson, for example, requires a 
group of eighty voices; another four 
groups of fifty voices each. 

The plan for these educational broad- 
casts has been developed by Dr. Ben 
H. Graham, superintendent of public 
schools and the carrying out and super- 
vision of the program is under the di- 
rection of Dr. Will Earhart, director of 
music. Dr. Earhart, along with Walter 
Damrosch and others, was a member of 
the advisory board to National Broad- 
casting Company in developing the pop- 
ularr musical appreciation hour broad- 
cast by Dr. Damrosch. 

ACCURACY OF BROADCAST 
INFORMATION 

VVHILE it is probably true that 
information broadcast by radio 

will not ordinarily be subjected to as 
close a check for accuracy as published 
statements, nevertheless as time goes 
on broadcasting is sure to gain position 
as a medium of communication having 
news and educational status in some de- 
gree related to that long held by the 
printed word. That there will be grow- 
ing tendency on the part of listeners 
to have confidence in the accuracy of 
broadcast information will impose upon 
agencies using the medium responsi- 
bility for care in preparing material for 
microphone presentation. 

One of The broadcast events which 
has prompted the foregoing observation 
was the very interesting occasion on an 
evening in October when Mr. Clarence 
H. Mackay, of the Postal Telegraph 
Commercial Cable organization, broad- 
cast a talk on the subject of the one 

hundredth anniversary of the concep- 
tion of Morse's telegraph. In his ad- 
dress Mr. Mackay stated that Mr. 
Morse (on the packet ship Sully, re- 
turning to the United States in October, 
1832) had with him an electromagnet 
given to him by Faraday. He stated also 
that in the first public, commercial dem- 
onstration of the Morse telegraph (on 
the line from Washington to Balti- 
more, on May 24, 1844) that Mr. Morse 
was at the Baltimore end of the line. 

The question of the accuracy of these 
statements may seem trivial, but if the 
educational value of radio broadcasting 
is to approach that of textbooks, then 
the matter of accuracy is very impor- 
tant. 

The recorded history of Morse's in- 
vention tells us that it was on the ship 
Sully that he conceived the idea of the 
electromagnet telegraph, and that a fel- 
low passenger, Dr. Jackson, in conver- 
sation with Mr. Morse, stated that he 
( Jackson) had an electromagnet packed 
away in his luggage. There is no con- 
clusive evidence that this magnet was 
exhibited on the Sully, nor does the 
history say that Mr. Morse had a mag- 
net given him by Faraday. 

With reference to the circumstances 
surrounding the sending of the message 
of 1844, the message, "What Hath God 
Wrought !" was written by Miss Annie 
Ellsworth (daughter of the then Com- 
missioner of Patents), handed to Mr. 
Morse (at the Washington end of the 
line) and by him transmitted to Balti- 
more, where it was received by Alfred 
Vail. 

It is noted that in the present broad- 
casts such as "Decisive Moments in 
History," the scripts are referred to 
and checked by accredited historians as 
to accuracy of detail. This procedure 
will make for dependable and accurate 
broadcasting. 

MAJOR BOWES AND CAPITOL 
"FAMILY" CELEBRATE TENTH 

ANNIVERSARY 

JUST ten years ago -November 19, 
1922, to be exact -the first radio 

program to emanate from any theatre 
was broadcast from the Capitol the- 
atre, New York, and in honor of this 
memorable occasion, an anniversary pro- 
gram by the members of the Capitol 
"Family" will be heard over the air on 
Sunday morning (Nov. 20). 

On November 19, 1922, a red letter 
day in the annals of radio history, the 
Capitol Grand Orchestra, playing "Ein 
Heldenleben" was broadcast directly 
from the stage. So gratifying were the 
results that the broadcasting of regular 
musical programs direct from the stage 
became a regular weekly feature, and 
since that date not a week has passed 

without a radio program being broad- 
cast from the Capitol Theatre. 

"Roxy and his Gang" were heard 
from the Capitol Theatre every Sun- 
day night for two and one -half years, 
Roxy then leaving the Capitol to erect 
his own theatre. Major Bowes' "Fam- 
ily" took over the microphone at that 
time, and in all those intervening years 
the "Family" in the studio has enter- 
tained weekly its great "Family" of 
listeners throughout the world. 

In addition to Major Bowes, mem- 
bers of the Capitol "Family" include 
Yasha Bunchuk, conductor and cellist 
of note; Maria Silveira, soprano; Wes - 
tell Gordon, lyric tenor ; Hannah Klein, 
young pianiste, who recently celebrated 
her fifth anniversary with the "Family ;" 
Waldo Mayo, solo violinist; Tom Mc- 
Laughlin, baritone; and Nicholas Co- 
sentino, operatic tenor. 

The program will be broadcast 
through the NBC's chain of stations, on 
a coast -to -coast hookup with WEAF 
the New York outlet from 11:30 a. m. 
until 12.30 p. m. 

RADIO RESEARCH IN AUSTRALIA 

T IIE Council for Scientific and Indus- 
trial Research, of the Common- 

wealth of Australia, through the Radio 
Research Board, has published several 
bulletins, which disclose that in Aus- 
tralia for some time past a considerable 
amount of investigation has been car- 
ried on looking to the solution of prac- 
tical problems in radio in that country. 

Report No. 2 contains 80 pages and 
presents reports on "The State of the 
Polarization of Sky Waves," and 
"Height Measurements of the Heaviside 
Layer in the Early Morning," both by 
A. L. Green. Report No. 3, 32 pages, 
contains a paper : "The Influence of 
Earth's Magnetic Field on the Polari- 
zation of Sky Waves," by W. G. Baker 
and A. L. Green. Report No. 4, 60 
pages, presents reports on: "A Prelim- 
inary Investigation of Fading in New 
South Wales," by A. L. Green and W. 
G. Baker. "Studies of Fading in Vic- 
toria ; A Preliminary Study of Fading 
on Medium Wave Lengths at Short 
Distances," by A. L. Green and W. G. 
Baker; "Studies of Fading in Victoria: 
Observations on Distant Stations in 
which No Ground Wave Is Received," 
by R. O. Cherry. 

Each treatise is a thorough mathe- 
matical presentation of the subject dealt 
with. 

For cooperation and aid in the vari- 
ous investigations the authors of the 
reports acknowledge the advice of Pro- 
fessor J. P. Madsen of the University 
of Sydney; Professor T. H. Laby, of 
the University of Melbourne, and gov- 
ernmental agencies. 
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A power amplifier 
pentode tube 

ADVANCE information on the 
RCA Radiotron 48 (Cunning- 
ham C -48) tube discloses that 
the rib structure fastened to the 

inner surface of the plate serves to sup- 
press the effects of secondary emission 
which limit the power output of four - 
electrode, screen -grid types. 

The 48 is a power amplifier tetrode, 
having pentode characteristics at the 
recommended screen and plate voltages, 
for use in supplying exceedingly large 
power output from receivers designed 
for operation on the 115 -volt d -c. power 
line. This tetrode is exceptional in its 
ability to deliver power at the low plate 
and screen voltage obtainable in such 
service. Two 48's in a push -pull am- 
plifier will supply several times the 
power obtainable from tubes hitherto 
available. 

The large power -delivering ability of 
the 48 is made practical by the unique 
features of its electrical and structural 
design. Among these are the big ca- 
thode with its large emitting surface, 
the control -grid structure with its heat 
rádiator, and the plate with a rib struc- 
ture fastened to its inner surface. The 
rib structure serves to suppress the ef- 
fects of secondary emission which limit 
the power output of four -electrode 
screen -grid types. 

The heater of the 48 is designed for 
series operation at 30 volts d -c. It is 

RCA Radiotron 48 
(Cunningham C-48). 

possible, therefore, to operate the 
heaters of two of these tubes in series 
with the heaters of 6.3 volt types with 
a minimum of auxiliary resistance in the 
heater circuit, and with consequent re- 
duction of heat -energy to be dissipated 
in the receiver. 

Installation 

The base pins of the 48 fit the stand- 
ard six -contact socket which may be 
installed to operate the tube either in 
a vertical or in a horizontal position. 
For horizontal operation, the socket 
should be positioned with the plate pin 
opening at the top and the cathode pin 
opening at the bottom or vice versa. 

The bulb of this tube will become 
very hot under certain conditions of 
operation. The surface temperature on 
the hottest part of the bulb should not 
exceed 150° F. as measured by a small 
thermo -couple. Sufficient ventilation 
should be provided so that air circulates 
freely around the tube. 

The heater is designed to operate un- 
der the normal conditions of line volt- 
age variation. Due to the heater -ca- 
thode design, the heater voltage may 
range between 26 and 34 volts during 
line voltage fluctuations without af- 
fecting to any great extent the perform- 
ance or serviceability of this tube. 

In a series -heater circuit employing 
several 6.3 volt types and one or more 
48's, the heaters of the 48's should be 
placed on the positive side. Under these 
conditions, heater -cathode voltage must 
not exceed the value given below. 

The cathode circuit in most d -c. re- 
ceivers is usually tied in either directly 
or through biasing resistors (or C -bat- 
tery) to the negative side of the heater 
circuit. The potential difference thus 
introduced between heater and cathode 
of the 48 should not exceed 90 volts, 
as measured between the negative heater 
terminal and the cathode. 

Application 

The 48, because of its large power - 
delivering ability at low plate and screen 
voltage, enables the designer of d -c. 
power line receivers to achieve easily 
superior d -c. receiver performance. 

As a power amplifier (Class A), the 
48 is recommended for use either singly 
or in push -pull combination in the 
power output stage of d -c. receivers. 

If a single 48 is operated self- biased, 
the self- biasing resistor should be ap- 
proximately 360 ohms. This resistor 
should be shunted by a suitable filter 
network to avoid regeneration effects 
at low audio frequencies. The use of 
two 48's in push -pull eliminates the ne- 
cessity for shunting the resistor. The 
self- biasing resistor required for the 
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Heat 
Radiator 

Elements of 
the 48. 

push -pull stage is approximately 180 
ohms. 

Any conventional type of input coup- 
ling may be used provided the resistance 
added to the grid circuit by this device 
is not too high. Transformer or impe- 
dance coupling devices are recom- 
mended. In any case, the sum of the 
resistance of the coupling device in the 
grid circuit and the resistance of the 
filter network (if used) should not ex- 
ceed 10,000 ohms. 

An output transformer should be used 
ir. order to supply power to the winding 
of the reproducing unit. The optimum 
value of load resistance for a single 
tube is 2,000 ohms. For push -pull op- 
eration, the plate -to -plate load resist- 
ance should be 4,000 ohms. For best re- 
sults, as in the case of power amplifier 
pentodes, the impedance in the plate cir- 
cuit of the 48 over the entire audio - 
frequency range should be as uniform 
as possible. 

For design purposes, the average 
plate characteristics given below 
shows the load line corrected to com- 
pensate for the effect of rectification. 
An explanation of this effect and a 
method of compensating for it are given 
in a paper by C. E. Kilgour in the Jan- 
uary, 1931, issue of the "Proceedings of 
the Institute of Radio Engineers." 

Tentative Rating and Characteristics 

Heater voltage (d.c.) ... 
Heater current 
Plate voltage 95 
Screen- voltage 95 
Grid voltage -20 
Plate current 47 
Screen current 9 
Plate resistance 

(approx.) 10000 
Amplification factor 

(approx.) 28 
Mutual conductance 2800 
Load resistance 2030 
Power output (9% total harmonic 

distortion) 1.6 
Maximum overall length 
Maximum diameter.... 
Bulb 
Base 

30 volts 
0.4 ampere 

125' max. volts 
100 max. volts 

-22.5 volts 
50 milliamperes 
9 milliamperes 

10000 ohms 

28 
2800 micromhos 
2000 ohms 

2.5 watts 
5 -3/8" 
2- 1/16" 

MediST 
-u1 

m 6 -pin 

Recommended conditions for operation with 
auxiliary C- battery which permits utilization 
of full d -c. power line voltage (110-125) for 
plate supply. 
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ity perceptibly. If each is taken indi- 
vidually and eliminated effectively, the 
overall result is a great improvement, 
which leaves reproduction up to the 
amplifiers and lines. 

Motors 

While a discussion of motor design 
may seem out of place for any but the 
manufacturer, it is to be remembered 
that a knowledge of such is essential 
to the proper selection of phono- equip- 
ment. The reputation of a manufac- 
turer is not always to be relied upon. 
The known quality of some brand of 
amplifier is only presumptive evidence 
that the same brand of phono- equipment 
is equally good. Perhaps the agency 
has had little to do with the design of 
either and the latter was not designed 
by those who know most about it. 
Then, too, although the design is the 
best, the buyer may make a wrong 
selection of apparatus. 

For instance: No matter how perfect 
a synchronous motor may be, it should 
not be used on any but large power net- 
works which are supplied by a multi- 
plicity of prime movers. Small systems, 
using only one or more generators do 
not have a frequency regulation close 
enough for phono- equipment of this 
type. Induction motors are usable, for 
the governor keeps the speed reasona- 
bly constant regardless of small changes 
in frequency and voltage; that is, in 
spite of quite sharply shifting loads on 
the system. The inherent regulation of 
most small prime movers, and especially 
Diesel engines, is not good enough for 
the use of the synchronous motor. Nor 
is this true where a master clock is 
used to regulate synchronous clocks on 
the system. The clock merely guaran- 
tees that 5,184,000 cycles per day will 
be delivered to the system clock, but 
does not guarantee delivery at a con- 
stant rate. Large systems are not so 
affected by changes in load ; the volt- 
age may drop without a change in fre- 
quency. Since the synchronous motor 
torque will vary with voltage, but not 
its speed, it is satisfactory on large in- 
terconnected power systems. Any sud- 
den change in load may cause a local 
drop in voltage, but is seldom if ever 
large enough relative to the total ca- 
pacity of the network to affect the speed 
of the combined generators. 

While on the subject, it may be noted 
that an objection to the use of the syn- 
chronous motor is its fixed speed. It 
should have a gear shift permitting the 
use of 78 r.p.m. and 33% r.p.m. It is a 
mistake to play 78 -speed records at a 
speed of 80, and vice versa. This is 
especially true when voice is repro- 
duced. Further, a synchronous motor is 
liable to mechanical phase shifting, or 
hunting, under variations in load, and 

unless the motor is fully loaded arti- 
ficially so that modulation is a small 
percentage of the load, or, unless the 
voltage is as high as the heating will 
permit, in the original design, irregular 
motion may result in lowering quality. 
A high inertia turntable may be a good 
precaution, or remedy, if this trouble 
is experienced. 

Of all types, the induction disc motor 
is perhaps the least desirable. Its torque 
is too low in the designs the writer has 
met. This leaves too little drag per- 
missible in the governor, which there- 
fore has to be delicate, and thus the 
modulation load and needle drag is too 
high a percentage of the total load. 
These motors are sensitive to the 
difference in drag between the start 
and the finish of a large record 
with few exceptions. Sometimes the 
difference in drag between a new and 
an old record is sufficient to alter the 
speed. For steady operation it is de- 
sirable to have the governor load large 
so the governor may be built with great 
sturdiness in its springs and brakes, 
and so that the useful load which is 
variable; and so that small irregularities 
of friction due to any temporary cause 
will not throw off the speed of the turn- 
table perceptibly. Another danger with 
the induction disc motor is that of acci- 
dentally bending the disc. It is gener- 

Fig. 4A. Gear strained off center. 4B. Cor- 
rection of alignment. 
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ally unprotected mechanically. When 
this happens there will be a periodic 
variation of the velocity as the bend 
varies the gap between the pole pieces 
twice each revolution. If the governor 
is extremely alert this may not be no- 
ticeable, especially if the records used 
are not exactly moulded on center. 

Speed Governors 

Fig. 3 is a sketch of a typical form 
of governor universally used. The in- 
duction disc (or other armature) D, 
drives the shaft M on which is the 
worm gear G meshing with the worm 
on shaft S and on which is set a collar 
B. The friction plate P is made to re- 
volve with S through the linkage of the 
springs on the flyballs W. The centrifu- 
gal force of W causes the springs to 
bow outward, thereby pulling in on the 
sleeve A, which is in turn free to slide 
along S at T, but which is held from 
revolving on T by the reaction of the 
springs to edgewise stress. As the plate 
P is pulled in, it comes to bear against 
the felt friction block F. This slows 
down the speed of P, which, acting 
through the springs edgewise, in turn 
slows S. The lessened force on the 
weights W lets the springs contract, 
shoving P away from F slightly, where- 
upon P again speeds up. The action 
then repeats itself. 

It is at once apparent that the gov- 
erning action is one of alternate decre- 
ments and increments of velocity. The 
rougher the plate P, the larger and 
more irregular these are apt to be. 
Ideally they should be less than any 
assignable value, however small. Prac- 
tically this is closely approximated by 
making the plate P mirrorlike in 
smoothness and giving it proper lubri- 
cation, although oftentimes the fre- 
quency of the increments is that of the 
natural frequency of the governor 
weights and springs considered as a 
mechanically resonant system. Un- 
steady operation may be sometimes 
cured by doping the felt with glass pol- 
ishing rouge or flour carborundum and 
letting the motor run until the disc is 
polished. Do not get any of this mate- 
rial in bearings. The oil used on the 
governor will in time throw off the 
polishing medium. 

Should the sleeve A happen to be no 
longer than as shown by the dotted 
line -that is, no longer than as indi- 
cated by the section C -and, if the 
sleeve be bored or worn a little large, 
the pressure at F will tend to tip the 
plate outward point by point as it re- 
volves by. The sleeve will bind on the 
shaft, especially in the absence of 
proper lubrication, and irregular run- 
ning results. If the springs are not 
properly set in snug slots on collar and 
sleeve, this action will loosen the screws 
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and let the springs fly free, sometimes 
wrecking the governor, and, possibly in 
the middle of a program. The springs 
should be sufficiently heavy to with- 
stand the torque and velocity incre- 
ments and decrements without torsional 
vibration between A and B. The screws 
on the springs are preferably to be set 
with lock washers, or even soldered in 
place. 

When a single brake shoe is used at 
F, the reaction, as just noted, travels 
around the plate in waves, especially 
when the length of the sleeve C is short 
relative to the radius of P. This wave 
motion is best removed by the use of 
three shoes tri- spaced around the plate 
as shown by the additional dotted areas 
on P. Some manufacturers use a ring 
of felt so that the pressure is continu- 
ous around the disc; see Fig. 5. This 
method is good, but since the felt then 
bears all the way around the plate P, 
there is a chance for the bearing points 
to shift around the felt ring and cause 
varying friction. This will not be per- 
ceptible, provided the plate has a mir- 
rorlike surface for the felt to bear on, 
and that the felt is securely mounted at 
all points around its circumference. 
Sections of the ring may be pared down 
out of contact, leaving three tri- spaced 
high points to form the desired three - 
point equalization of pressure. 

Where the governor has a large mo- 
tor to hold down, it may be best to be 
content with assuring that the plate sur- 
face is polished, and applying the rem- 

.- edy if not, as the governor needs much 
more bearing surface in order to han- 
dle the load imposed by a powerful mo- 
tor. The interior of the cone may then 
be filled with vaseline, which is at once 
a damper and lubricant and therefore a 
stabilizer. A heavily loaded governor 
is not sensitive to slight changes in 
friction from any cause, as is the lighter 
loaded governor of an induction disc. 

When felt shoes are used the effect 
of lubrication is generally to slow down 
the governor temporarily, possibly due 
to the greater suction of the porous felt 
on the plate. Since light oil easily 
drains away, means of constant oiling 
should be provided, as with a reservoir 
and wick ; else the motor will constantly 
gain speed. Hot vaseline used to soàk 
the felt gives a satisfactory speed con- 
stancy after the first few hundred revo- 
lutions. If rouge has been used or the 
plate is already polished, one charge of 
vaseline will last five months or more 
and no irregular governor action will 
result from this cause. When rawhide 
shoes are used no great speed varia- 
tion is noted, but if any it will increase. 

With the governor in good condition 
and properly loaded, the speed of P will 
remain constant. Therefore if the gear 
G is slightly off center its angular ve- 
locity will vary periodically with its 

.._.........:r::,. 

Fig. 5. Speed control system. 

revolutions. If it is off only two thou- 
sandths of an inch and is small in diam- 
eter, an error mounting into several 
per cent of the normal speed of the turn- 
table may result. This trouble occurs 
on every gear that is cut inaccurately 
and on every gear that is put on with 
a set screw unless the gear is a drive - 
fit on the spindle. It also occurs if the 
spindle is bent ever so slightly. Gear G 
should be a force -fit, and pinned or 
soldered, never riveted in place. The 
worm gear must be cut to an accuracy 
of two or three ten -thousands else vi- 
brations will be transmitted to the turn- 
table. Here again is seen the value of 
high inertia turntables. A better plan 
is to cut the worm on a bushing not less 
than a half to three -quarters of an inch. 
A small nominal error in cutting is then 
a smaller error in per cent. 

Fig. 4A shows an exaggerated view 
of the gear strained off center by pres- 
sure on the set screw. Fig. 4B shows 
how the gear may be corrected. It is 
tapered slightly with a reamer, using 
care to not enlarge the bottom of the 
bore b, which, still fitting the spindle 
snugly, is to act like a pivot for the 
swing in the top adjustments made by 
the three set -screws. The top is then 
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fitted with two additional set -screw, 
tri- spaced with the first one to permit 
the perfect centering of the gear on the 
same principle as the universal type of 
lathe chuck. Centering may be made 
to about 5/10,000 with a screwdriver, 
after which, closer adjustments may be 
made by the judicious use of a light 
hammer on the top of the hub near the 
screws. If there is much play in the 
upper spindle bearing, the spindle 
should be held on the side away from 
the measuring contact at each measure- 
ment. The measuring contact may be 
a round pointed rod r, pointed at the 
teeth of the gear and so connected to 
the temporary electric circuit that con- 
tact with the gear teeth will light a 
small bulb 1. Regular lathe centering 
methods are then employed. This will 
require patience. When the centering 
is well enough done, the load should be 
shared with the set -screws by the ap- 
plication of solder to collar and shaft, 
using a very hot, large clean soldering 
iron so as to sweat the surface quickly 
and avoid overheating the gear and up- 
setting the accuracy of the assembly. 

Because irregularities in gears result 
in irregularities in motion, it is easily 
seen that as few gears and as large 
gears as practicable be used, and that 
to avoid vibration they have small teeth. 

The speed control levers must be 
positive in action. The slightest motion 
of the adjustment screw or lever, 
whichever the case may be, should af- 
fect the speed in that direction. Some 
levers "float" the speed; that is, slight 
"fast" adjustment gives "slow" speed 
regulation until the lever is moved so 
far as to overcome indefinite regulation 
and take positive control in the right 
direction. It is difficult to obtain ac- 
curate adjustment when this is the case. 

An example of such control is shown 
in Fig. 5. Motion of the lever L drives 
eccentric cam E, pushing the ball -bear- 
ing B through the hole in the casting S, 
against the governor lever G, against 
the universal joint J, bearing on the 
felt ring F, which varies friction on the 
revolving plate P. The cause of irregu- 
lar control is that, though B may fit the 
hole when half way through it, when 
pushed through partly it does not, and 
may roll along G enough to delay action 
on the governor or to make it indefi- 
nite. The roughness of the surface of 
G, or, any lack of parallelism with the 
variable tangent at the point of contact 
between E and B as the eccentric 
varies, causes negative control while L 
is being moved sufficiently to take posi- 
tive control. That is, when the ball B 
strikes either side of its hole in the 
frame S. A better plan is to use a fine 
threaded screw against the lever G, 
fitted in the casting S, where the hole 
now is. This alteration is easily made 
on any existing machine. 
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TROUBLE AHEAD IF MERCURY 
VAPOR TUBE IS IMPROP- 

ERLY USED 

By WALTER R. JONES* 

WITH the announcement of a 
full -wave mercury vapor 
rectifier tube employing a 5 

volt filament, it becomes 
necessary to again warn servicemen 
and others engaged in servicing radio 
sets to refrain from attempting to use 
this new 5 volt full -wave mercury 
vapor rectifier tube to replace the 280 
tube. 

Warning has been published against 
attempting to use the 82 as a substitute 
for the Type 80. In order to do this, 
of course, since the 82 has a 2.5 volt 
filament, it is necessary to make some 
slight adjustment in the receiver as to 
voltage supplied to the rectifier tube. 

With the new tube, however, since 
it also employs a 5 volt filament the 
same as the 80, much damage may be 
done by inserting the tube in the 80 
socket without thinking. If this is 
done, providing nothing burns out in 
the receiver or blows up, the receiver 
will give considerably better perform- 
ance than it did in the past. This per- 
formance, however, is not likely to last 
long, since the increased voltage will 
sooner or later blow one or more of the 
filter condensers in a power unit. If 
this condenser simply opens up, a very 
loud and annoying hum will result. If, 
however, as is more than likely to oc- 
cur, the condenser shorts, the power 
transformer in the receiver will be 
burned out unless the tube is instantly 
removed from the receiver. In addi- 
tion to this, if anything should happen 
to the tube for even an instant it is 
quite likely that it would burn out the 
transformer before the tube could be re- 
moved. For this reason practically all 
receivers which are designed to employ 
the new mercury vapor rectifier tube 
are provided with a fuse, so that in the 
event of any momentary tube failure the 
fuse will be blown instead of ruining the 
power transformer. 

In the past there has been some ad- 
vertising which recommends the sub- 
stitution of a mercury vapor rectifier 
tube for the Type 80 tube which is now 
in the receiver. This type of advertis- 
ing is extremely short sighted, since its 
only ultimate object is to sell a con- 
siderable number of these tubes without 
regard for the difficulties which will 
confront the prospective user of these 
tubes. A safer way, if you are not 
satisfied with the performance of your 
present receiver, is to buy a new re- 
ceiver which is equipped with the new 
and modern tubes rather than to at- 

Hyvrade Sylvania Cory's. 

tempt to change the receiver over to 
haphazardly use some of the new tubes. 
This sort of change is much like the 
change which often is made with the 
Model T Ford of substituting a Model 
A hood and expecting your car to run 
as a Model A or a Model B car does. 

TELEPICTURE SERVICE IN 

AUSTRALIA 

WHAT is reported to be the first 
newspaper operated picture trans- 

mission service in the Southern Hemi- 
sphere was started on June 1, 1932, be- 
tween the Herald in Melbourne, Victo- 
ria, and the Advertiser and the News 
in Adelaide, South Australia. So far, 
the service is being operated in one di- 
rection as the Herald in Melbourne is 
the only paper equipped with a trans- 
mitter, but a two -way service is ex- 
pected to be in operation in the near 
future. 

MAGNETIC STRUCTURE 

AMAGNETIC core having sub- 
divisions transverse to the direction 

of the magnetic lines of force, char- 
acterized in that a substance having a 
permeability higher than that of the 
core material is applied on the dividing 
surfaces of the core subdivisions. 

Fischer, E. (Assigned to Siemens 
und Halske, Akt. Ges.) United States 
Patent 1,832,290. 
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MANUFACTURERS OF "B" BATTERY 

SUBSTITUTES 

Burk Electric Co., Scranton, Pa. 
Hutch -Gard Co., San Francisco, 

Cal. 
Pines -Winterfront Co., Chicago, 

Ill. 
Universal Auto -Radio Co., Chi- 

cago, Ill. 
Holmes -Jordan Co., St. Paul, 

Minn. 
Electric Specialty Co., Stamford, 

Conn. 
Howard Radio Co., South 

Haven, Mich. 
Jannette Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill. 
United American Bosch Co., 

Springfield, Mass. 
P. R. Mallory & Co., Indian- 

apolis, Ind. 
Utah Radio Products Co., Chi- 

cago, Ill. 
Emerson Electric Co., St. Louis, 

Mo. 
Motor Car Devices Co., Los An- 

geles, Cal. 
United States Electric Works, 

Chicago, Ill. 
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BROADCAST EQUIPMENT MARKET 
THE Bureau of the Census, Washing- 

ton, D. C., reports that in 1931 were 
manufactured on order in the United 
States 1,106 radio transmitters, includ- 
ing all associated equipment. The fac- 
tory price of the equipment totaled 
$2,400,257. 

The number of microphones manu- 
factured totaled 10,225, with a factory 
value of $187,035. 

Radio transmitting tubes for the year 
totaled approximately 62,562, the fac- 
tory value being $1,410,188. 

WCCO, MINNEAPOLIS 
RECENTLY, in Minneapolis, Minn., 

Henry A. Bellows, of broadcasting 
Station WCCO, and former Federal 
Radio Commissioner, presided at a din- 
ner attended by four hundred guests, 
which was in celebration of the comple- 
tion of WCCO's new 50 -kw. trans- 
mitter. 

This broadcast station has for sev- 
eral years past satisfactorily served the 
interests of the people of the northwest- 
ern states. The increase in transmitter 
power will enable the station to enlarge 
its coverage area and to serve with more 
assured continuity its present listeners. 
Local radio history in Minneapolis be- 
gan on April 4, 1902. At that time the 
only known "wireless" sending and re- 
ceiving outfit in the city was that con- 
structed by Donald McNicol, at that 
time a youth employed by one of the 
telegraph companies. 

The Minneapolis Times, issue of 
April 6, 1902, contained an account of 
the early experiments and successes. 
The elementary transmitter and receiver 
used in 1902 are still in existence. 

It is of course a far cry from the 
"half -inch spark oscillator" outfit of 
thirty years ago to the modern 50 -kw. 
transmitter recently completed for 
WCCO. 

A NEW RADIO TUBE IN ENGLAND 
ATHERMIONIC tube of novel de- 

sign, with reported improved char- 
acteristics, has been developed by 
Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd. 
This tube is to be known as the "Micro - 
mesh," and its outstanding feature is 
the utilization of extremely close spac- 
ings between the emitter and control 
element, resulting in a marked advance 
in performance. A robust nickel cathode 
is employed, which, it is said, gives per- 
fect electrical heating combined with 
adequate rigidity. 

BROADCAST STATION POWERS 
The National Broadcasting Corn - 

pany's eighty -six affiliated stations, at 
the present time have a total wattage 
of 824,600. Stations in the Columbia 
System total 453,100 watts. 
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PLANE RADIO NOW ESSENTIAL TO 
NIGHT FLYING OPERATIONS 

INAUGURATION of an overnight 
tri- motored six and one -half hour 
passenger plane service between 
Chicago and New York, and a "one 

business day" flight across America are 
striking proofs of the part that radio 
is playing in the development of the 
nation's air transport system, says a 
bulletin of United Air Lines which has 
an investment of several hundred thou- 
sand dollars in its thirty -five two -way 
radio stations and in the two -way tel- 
ephony equipment ;nstalled in its 100 
airplanes. 

The maximum efficiency of air travel 
is obtained when there is night as well 
as day flying and without the availabil- 
ity of radio the newly inaugurated night 
passenger plane service would not have 
been undertaken. 

Night Flying Equipment 

In describing the important role of 
radio in its night flying operations. 
which aggregate 6,000,000 miles annu- 
ally, United Air Lines states: 

"The planes have special night flying 
equipment, electric lights, retractable 
landing lights in the wings, and four 
400,000 candle power flares, each of 
which can illuminate one square mile 
for three minutes. Airports are flood 
lighted. As the United pilot takes off, 
amid the lights that flood the field, for 
a division point 300 miles away, a code 
message goes out over the communica- 
tion circuit reading: 

"'United Air Lines plane license No. 
, Pilot Lewis, departed .... twelve 

midnight for ..... 
"This message is automatically repro- 

duced on receiving machines at strate- 
gic points on the airways to check the 
plane's progress. 

"Every ten miles there is a 2,000,000 
candle power revolving beacon and 
every thirty miles a lighted emergency 
field. At intervals of about 100 miles 
the Department of Commerce maintains 
directive radio beam stations which dis- 
charge dots and dashes. 

Directive Radio Beacons 

"Through earphones the pilot listens 
to the signals from these radio beacon 
beams to keep him on his course at all 
times. If a little off his course to one 
side, the dot -dash signals predominate, 
or if on his course the signals merge 
into one long dash. Every group of sig- 
nals is followed by the identification 
signals of the station to which he has 
been listening. 

"The pilot continues on his route 
watching the beacon lights, listening to 
the radio range beacon and checking 

his flight and engine instruments. He 
listens to the radio telephone and re- 
ports his position to ground stations 
every ten minutes. Sometimes he talks 
to other pilots flying perhaps 100 miles 
away. Occasionally the radio beacon 
signals cease, followed by a voice an- 
nouncing the station, the time, the ceil- 
ing at the field at which the plane will 
next land, the condition of the weather, 
wind velocities, temperature, barometer 
reading and all other information of 
value and assistance to a pilot flying in 
the night or day. The broadcaster is a 
Department of Commerce employee. 
supplying Weather Bureau information. 

"With such aids, night flying, when 
done with the proper equipment and ex- 
perienced personnel, becomes common- 
place, with radio giving dependability 
only dreamed of a few years ago." 

BOOK REVIEW 

ELECTRONICS is the name of a 
new book published by John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York. 
The author is Ralph Gordon Hudson, 
Professor of Electrical Engineering, at 
M. I. T. The book is cloth bound, has 
135 pages, illustrated, and sells for $2.00. 

In view of its title, this new book, 
quite correctly, does not go into the en- 
gineering details of radio receivers or of 
other radio equipment, except the 
vacuum tube. 

The theoretical chapter on electrons 
and electron emission are authoritative 
and instructive, including an under- 
standable review of the Quantam prin- 
ciple and Planck's theorem. 

There are several chapters dealing 
clearly with the application of elec- 
tronics principles in the operation of 
photocells, vacuum tubes, rectifiers, in- 
verters, oscillograph recorders, tele- 
vision, and telephotography. 

A reading of the book will bring the 
practical engineer up to date in this 
modern subject. 

RADIO TRANSMISSION CHAR- 
ACTERISTICS OF OHIO AT 
BROADCAST FREQUENCIES. By 
J. F. Byrne, assistant professor of elec- 
trical engineering, The Ohio State Uni- 
versity. 18 pages, 6x9 inches. Pub- 
lished by The Ohio State University as 
Bulletin 71 of the Engineering Experi- 
ment Station. Price 25 cents. (Limited 
number available for free general dis- 
tribution.) 

That available broadcast channels for 
radio transmission are natural resources 
and should be conserved and used to 
best advantage is clearly brought out 
in Radio Transmission Characteristics 
of Ohio at Broadcast Frequencies, by 
J. F. Byrne, assistant professor of elec- 
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trical engineering at The Ohio State 
University. 

Bulletin 71 presents a number of 
measurements of the signal intensity of 
broadcasting stations in Ohio, Penn- 
sylvania, Kentucky and Indiana, and 
shows the relative effectiveness and 
economy of the various transmission 
frequencies used in broadcasting. The 
signals of nine stations, frequencies 
ranging from 550 to 1,490 kilocycles, 
were investigated in this survey. The 
correlation between measured field 
strengths and Sommerfeld's radio trans- 
mission formula is shown to be quite 
good. The demonstrated superior cov- 
ering power of low frequency stations 
is the basis for Professor Byrne's 
recommendation that the lower frequen- 
cies be conserved for powerful stations 
of great range and the higher frequen- 
cies be used for numerous small stations 
whose primary interest is intensive cov- 
erage of the localities in which they are 
situated. 

PHOTOCELLS AND THEIR AP- 
PLICATIONS. Zworykin and 
Wilson. 330 pp.; cloth. John Wiley 
and Son, New York. Price, $3.00. 

This is the second edition of this ex- 
cellent, authoritative book on photocells 
and their uses. The work is of direct 
value to radio engineers and others de- 
siring knowledge of the design, make- 
up and circuit use of all types of photo- 
cells. 

NEW RADIOTELEPHONE STATION 
IN PANAMA 

CONSTRUCTION of a transmitter 
and power house and a receiving 

station for the radiotelephone system to 
be operated between Panama and the 
United States, has begun, and it is ex- 
pected that the system will be inaugu- 
rated in a few months. The transmitter 
and power house are being built at 
Lindbergh Field, and the receiving sta- 
tion is near Old Panama, about seven 
miles from Panama City.-Assistant 
Trade Commissioner A. Cyril Crilley, 
Panama City, Panama. 

SUBMARINE CABLE 
ALOADED signaling conductor 

suitable for the transmission of 
electric currents at audio and carrier 
frequencies, comprising a conducting 
member and a layer of loading material 
having a thickness not in excess of about 
0.0015 inch and formed of an alloy hav- 
ing high specific resistance and a per- 
meability below about 800 at low mag- 
netizing forces. 

Smith, W. S., Garnett, H. J., and 
Channon, H. C. United States Patent 
1,819,720. 
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of Course 
C R C SOCKETS COST MORE! 

600 

800 

500 

ALWAYS 

ALWAYS 

ALWAYS 

* * in every line of endeavor -one product 
has stood head and shoulders above the aver- 
age, and has, naturally, commanded a higher 
price. 

* * there has been a demand for the "stand 
out" product -and THAT is the demand we 
fill. 

* * (and particularly in trying times) there 
is present the temptation to throw quality 
overboard, and make price the sole sales argu- 
ment. This temptation we have resisted, and 
will continue to resist. 

ALWAYS * * it has been more difficult to provide a 
fine product at a fair price than an inferior 
product at a cheap price. CRC Sockets are 
the finest obtainable. 

ALWAYS * * the wisdom of our policy is confirmed 
by a constantly increasing list of customers 
whose names stand high in the equipment 
and receiving set field. THEY know that 

CRC SOCKETS ARE MECHANICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY CORRECT 

CENTRAL RADIO CORPORATION 
BELOIT WISCONSIN 
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A chronological history of electrical communication 

-telegraph, telephone and radio 

This history was begun in the January, 1932, 
issue of RADIO ENGINEERING, and will be 
continued in successive monthly issues Through- 
out the year. The history is authoritative and 
will record all important dates, discoveries, in- 
ventions, necrology and statistics, with numer- 
ous contemporary chronological tie -in references 
to events in associated scientific developments. 
The entries will be carried along to our times. 

Part XI 
1873 -Continued 

(407) The Dominion Telegraph Company, of Canada, at 
its fourth annual meeting, February 12, re- elects 
John McMurrich, president; J. J. McKenzie, vice - 
president, and James Michie, treasurer. 

(408) The Southern and Atlantic Telegraph Company has 
in operation 1,603 miles of line; 3,002 miles of wire, 
and offices in twenty -three cities and towns. 

(409) The Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph Company elects 
John Duff, president and E. D. L. Sweet, executive 
manager. 

(410) William H. Ward, of Auburn, N. Y., suggests the 
erection of an electrical tower for accumulating 
atmospheric electricity and for employing atmos- 
pheric electricity to communicate with similar dis- 
tant towers without connecting wires. 

(411) The larger telegraph companies now competing 
with the Western Union Telegraph Company, are: 
The Atlantic and Pacific, in connection with Union 
Pacific Railroad lines, 4,500 miles of line; The 
Southern and Atlantic; The Franklin Telegraph 
Company, Washington to Boston, with 800 miles of 
line and 2,780 miles of wire; The Great Western 
Telegraph Co., with headquarters at Chicago, and 
the Philadelphia, Reading and Pottsville Telegraph 
Co., owned by the Philadelphia and Reading Rail- 
road. 

(412) On January 1, this year the telegraph systems of 
the United States had an aggregate capital of 
$60,000,000, with 80,000 miles of line, 180,000 miles 
of wire, and 6,300 offices. 

(413) In May due to two of the transatlantic cables being 
broken, there is but one cable working between 
Europe and America. 

(414) The Indo- European telegraph line between London 
and Teheran has four repeaters in the 4,000 mile 
circuit. The speed of operation is about ten words 
per minute. 

(415) In continental Europe the Hughes printing tele- 
graph is extensively used. 

(416) Underground telegraph conduits are extensively 
employed in England, France and Prussia. 

(417) A German -American submarine cable is projected 
to extend from Stettin, Germany, via the Shetland 
Islands, Newfoundland and thence to New York. 

(418) In the United States ninety -six per cent of the 
telegraph traffic of the Western Union Company is 
handled by the Morse system ; four per cent being 
handled by the combination Douse- Hughes printer. 

(419) Sir Francis Ronalds dies. (Born in England 1788.) 
(420) Edward Weston, in the United States, manufac- 

turers copper- coated carbon rods. 
(421) The Western Union Telegraph Company has 8,000 

employees. 

(422) The Atlantic cable rate to Great Britain is $1.00 per 
word, and to France $10.00 for ten words or less. 

(423) The Franklin Telegraph Company, at the annual 
meeting in Boston, June 12, elects as directors: 
John Duff, John R. Duff, Oliver Ames, J. S. Fay, 
T. G. Dexter, W. H. Guion, G. B. Grinnell, S. Bow - 
doin and J. W. Brown. 

(424) M. Meyer, of the French Telegraph Admiinistration 
introduces a multiplex telegraph system employing 
a line "distributor" for transmitting four messages 
simultaneously over a wire. 

(425) A consolidation is completed of the French -Atlantic 
Telegraph Company, the Anglo- American, and the 
New York and Newfoundland Telegraph Company. 

(426) The Western Union Telegraph Company, this year 
acquires control of the Pacific and Atlantic Tele- 
graph Company, capitalized at $2,000,000, with 5,000 
miles of line and 10,000 miles of wire. 

(427) The Anders magneto dial telegraph printer, oper- 
ated without the use of primary batteries, is intro- 
duced by E. B. Welch and George L. Anders, for 
use on short lines. 

1874 (428) George F. Lawton, of the Eastern Telegraph Com- 
Company, introduces the first siphon recorder in 
submarine cable operation in France. 

(429) Elisha Gray's harmonic telegraph invented. 
(430) George B. Prescott and T. A. Edison successfully 

work a quadruplex telegraph circuit between New 
York and Boston. 

(431) The Law telegraphic exchange system organized in 
New York, employing a dial telegraph system for 
private lines. 

(432) The Anglo- American Company lays an additional 
cable between England and Newfoundland. This 
was the last cable -laying expedition of the Great 
Eastern. 

(433) The Franklin Telegraph Company's lines are leased 
by the Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph Company. 

(434) Johann Philip Reis dies. (Born in Germany, 1834.) 
(435) A bill is introduced in the House of Representatives 

to incorporate the Submarine Cable Printing Tele- 
graph Company by Boston and New York capi- 
talists, to lay and operate one or more lines of 
Atlantic cable. The system proposed is the inven- 
tion of W. E. Sawyer, a Washington journalist. 

(436) Ezra Cornell dies. (Born U. S. A., 1807.) 
(437) The British Association for the Advancement of 

Science makes its first report on nomenclature of 
electric units. 

(438) William Orton is elected president of the Pacific 
and Atlantic Telegraph Company, May 5. 

(439) Arrangements are made between the Western 
Union Telegraph Company and the American Dis- 
trict Telegraph Company for a business alliance. 

(440) In Mexico 5,000 miles of telegraph line are in 
operation. Seventy -three offices are controlled by 
the government, which owns about one -half of the 
lines. 

(441) The American Electrical Society is organized, in 
Chicago, October 21. Those elected to fill the offices 
are all prominent telegraph officials, including Anson 
Stager, president ; C. H. Haskins, George B. Pres- 
cott, H. P. Dwight, William Orton, James Gamble, 
John Van Horne, E. D. L. Sweet, vice -presidents. 
Executive committee: William Henry Smith, J. J. 
S. Wilson, George H. Bliss, F. H. Tubbs, and C. H. 
Summers. Directors : F. L. Pope, A. S. Brown. W. 
W. Smith, J. A. Swift, S. D. Field, George T. Wil- 
liams, D. Flannery, C. O. Rowe, R. C. Clowry, E. P. 
Wright, D. H. Bates, J. J. S. Dickey, N. Hucker, 
A. G. Davis and J. R. Dowell. Corresponding secre- 
tary, I. N. Miller ; recording secretar 

(To be continued) 
y. C. S. Jones. 
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It Is Easy To 
Replace Defective 
Volume Controls 
But Hard to Regain 
Lost Customers! 

-- 
CIAROSTAT 

ENGINEERS appreciate the sound merchandising 

adage "when good goes in -the best comes out." 
This is particularly true when applied to receiver 

design for 1933 models. 

It is generally known that current business con- 

ditions have caused some manufacturers to stint 
on the quality of their componnents. They buy 

parts that outwardly look as good -but are in- 

ferior in price and performance. 

This "wolf in sheep's clothing policy" is unsound. 

Production costs sheets may show that you are 

making a profit -but repeat business fails to come 

in -and you pay on the other side of the ledger. 

To the members of the Institute of Radio Engi- 

neers, and other practical business men now de- 

signing 1933 radio equipment, we seriously recom- 

mend that you follow Clarostat's leadership policy 

of looking towards the future, while planning today! 

Page 25 

Type P -58 Control 
Without Switch 

This standard type control 
provides minimum volume 
at its extreme left setting, 
and tapers smoothly and 
efficiently to maximum 
volume by clockwise rota- 
tion. Model P58 is avail- 
able in single, dual and 
triple control units on one 
shaft - with or without 
switches built -in. 

Type P -185 Control 
Fitted With Switch 
Dus +guerd Cover Plate 

This type wire-wound' 
control is available with 
or without coverplate 
switches. These potenti- 
ometers are provided with 
three terminals and may 
be had in any taper de- 
sired. By using the center 
contact arm terminal and 
one of the resistance ele- 
ment terminals, they may 
be used as rheostats. 

©LÄI©STÄT WC. ©0 
285 NORTH 6th STREET 

N 

0 C. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
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POWER SUPPLY FOR BROADCAST 
TRANSMITTERS 

The Delta Manufacturing Company, F. 
S. Dellenbaugh, Jr., president and chief 
engineer, 39 Osborne St., Cambridge, 
Mass., announces a high -grade line of 
transformers, choke coils, rectified a -c. 
power units, amplifiers and voltage regu- 
lators. 

All Delta designs are based on careful 
study and research into wave shape dis- 
tribution throughout the circuit involved. 
This is done by both mathematical analysis 
and oscillograph observations which give 
complete knowledge of apparatus behavior. 
A careful check is made by practical tests 
on all finished equipment both in our own 
laboratories and after installation. 

ROCKE- MINGINS COMPANY 

Arthur Rocke and L. H. Mingins have 
formed a radio jobbing and outlet business 
for the Metropolitan district of New York. 
The Rocke- Mingins Co. is located at 5 

Laight St., New York. 
Both Mr. Rocke and Mr. Mingins have 

been associated with the radio business 
in its changeable phases for the past ten 
years and now represent several lines of 
parts and accessories. 

CLOUGH -BRENGLE COMPANY 

The Clough -Brengle Company, with 
headquarters at 1134 West Austin St., 
Chicago, Ills., has been formed to manu- 
facture laboratory and production test 
equipment, amplifiers and accessories for 
sound, broadcast and recording applica- 
tions, and a complete line of audio and 
speech input transformers. 

Kendall Clough formerly was chief engi- 
neer, and Ralph Brengle, general superin- 
tendent of the Silver -Marshall Company, 
Chicago. The new firm has identified with 
its engineering department Ralph P. 
Glover, formerly with Crosley, and Leon 
Worner, formerly with Silver -Marshall. 

FIRM OF COMMUNICATION ENGINEERS 

L. A. Kelley, formerly with the Interna- 
tional Communication Laboratories, New 
York, and J. C. Burkholder, formerly chief 
engineer of the Canadian National Tele- 
graphs, Toronto, Ont., have formed a part- 
nership with offices in New York and To- 
ronto, for the consulting practice of com- 
munication engineering. 

NEW TYPE OF RESISTOR 

In line with its policy to supply wire - 
wound resistors that afford a distinctive 
improvement in rating under hard work- 
ing conditions, the Precision Resistor Com- 
pany of 113 Frelinghuysen Avenue. New- 
ark, N. J., announces the new type "BP" 
5 watt unit with maximum resistance rat- 
ing of 60,000 ohms, and the new type "VP" 
10 watt unit rated at 100.000 ohms maxi- 
mum. 

In accuracy, Precision type resistors are 
rated within 3 per cent plus or minus 
their rated resistance. This close toler- 
ance is made possible by a newly devel- 
oped process of winding and by baking 
the units at low temperature. 

The terminals of types "BP" and "VP" 
resistors are hot solder dipped. The double 
insulated wire receives two baked coats 
of enamel insulation. This process affords 
protection against acid, oil and moisture. 
Because of their compactness, these units 
have been found ideal as the reasonably 
priced high resistance unit for midget, 
aeroplane, automobile and other receivers 
where space is a prime factor. Type "BP" 
is $á" wide by 1 %" long. Type "VP" is 
%' wide by 2" long. 

Literature describing the full line of re- 
sistance units and "T," "L" and "H" Pads 
manufactured by the Precision Resistor 
Company is available. 

CRC IN NEW ENGLAND 

The Central Radio Corp., Beloit, Wis., 
manufacturers of CRC sockets, socket 
clips and other radio products, has ap- 
pointed the H. Gerber Sales Company, 94 
Portland St., Boston, Mass., sales repre- 
sentative in Maine, Vermont, New Hamp- 
shire, Rhode Island, Massachusetts and 
Connecticut. 

Although the corporation's prices are 
such as is necessary where dependable 
high grade products are desired, a sub- 
stantial increase in the number of orders 
received is reported for October. 

FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS 

A new coupling unit announced by the 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., 424 West 33d St., 
New York, permits tandem operation of 
any number of independent units without 
requiring exact shaft alignment. A great 
convenience and time saver. 

The sides of the condenser are insulated 
from each other, allowing instruments in 
gang to be operated as independent elec- 

trical units. Made of Bakelized canvas, 
with brass bushings and for 1/4-inch shafts. 
Four rust -proofed and hardened steel set 
screws provide against shafts slipping. 
Overall diameter is 1/ inches. 

NEW RADIO CATALOG 
Federated Purchaser, Inc., 25 Park 

Place, New York, has issued a new cata- 
log which lists and illustrates about every 
radio part and accessory used by service 
men, dealers and shops. Copies may h" 
procured upon request. 

TUBE MANUFACTURING 

The Kahle Engineering Company, spe- 
cialists in machinery, equipment and meth- 
ods for the manufacture of radio tubes 
and related products, announces that they 
have just signed a long -term lease on en- 
larged warehouse space at Union City, 
N. J., adjoining the company's present 
headquarters. 

"Our business," said L. C. Kahle, when 
interviewed recently, "has been increasing 
at a steady rate during the past year, and 
more recently has received added impetus, 
due I think to the better feeling which is 
now prevalent throughout business circles. 

"The radio tube industry is working on 
heavier schedules as to hours and em- 
ployees, than in several years. 

"All this activity has been reflected in 
the increased demand for equipment. New 
departments or new factories are started, 
old equipment is discarded, and as a result 
the Kahle Engineering Company has been 
working seven days a week, and every 
night, for the last few months, in an ef- 
fort to supply the demand for equipment 
and services. 

"We have taken on additional space and 
additional help, and every indication is that 
this condition will continue for some time 
to come." 

COILS FOR RADIO 

The manufacturers of Inca coils have 
introduced a new rigid core which they 
have named, Tru -Form, because it holds 
its shape and does not bulge or buckle as 
some paper cores of the square type have 
done. 

These new cores are manufactured un- 
der a patented process from a treated and 
reinforced wood with corners perfectly 
mitred by special machinery. 

The manufacturers who have been using 
these new Tru -Form coils over a period of 
time claim that much labor and material 
is saved which heretofore has been wasted 
due to the difficulty of inserting the core 
laminations in coils where core tubes have 
buckled. 

Complete information and samples may 
be secured from the Inca Manufacturing 
Division of Phelps -Dodge Copper Prod- 
ucts Corporation, Ft. Wayne, Indiana. 

AUTOMOBILE RADIO PARTS 

The Premier Electric Company, Grace 
and Ravenswood Avenues, Chicago, Ill., 
announce a dependable auto -radio remote 
control unit for steering post attachment. 
The device is of pressed steel construc- 
tion -all metal parts rust -proof cadmium 
and black finish ; small size 3% inches by 
4% inches by 1 inch thick; light weight; 
key lockswitch ; micrometer volume con- 
trol. 100,000 ohm (other resistances spe- 
cial). Illuminated celluloid dial. Fur- 
nished with steering column mounting 
brackets and condenser gear plate for %- 
inch shaft. 30 -inch flexible shaft and cas- 
ing standard. Special lengths to order. 
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CENTRALAB 
VOLUME CONTROLS 

A quality product for the 
manufacturer, serviceman, 
amateur and for Sound 
Projection. 

The 
CENTRALAB 

Quality Triumvirate 

CENTRALAB 
MOTOR RADIO NOISE 

SUPPRESSORS 
50% to 500% more effi- 
cient in reducing spark 
noises. Write for de- 
scriptive booklet. 

Three products carry the CEN- 
TRALAB banner of Quality. 
Even in this frantic competitive 
era. Centralab products are de- 
signed for highest quality, re- 
gardless of cost. Attractively 
low prices result from large 
volume production ... not from 
shoddy design. 

CENTRALAB 
RADIO LABORATORIES 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

CENTRALAB 
FIXED RESISTORS 

Baptised with fire in the 
making and will with- 
stand a greater load than 
any other composition re- 
sistor of equal size. 

Page 27 

CINCH 
ANNOUNCE 
A N E W 
PRODUCT! 

the New Cinch 

Radio Plug 
Another addition to the line of Cinch 
quality products. Positive, depend- 
able contact is provided in both male 
and female plugs. Available in 4, 5, 
and 6 -prong types. Neat, positive 
locking cap of moulded bakelite al- 
lows for easy, simple assembling. 
More room is provided for soldering. 
Female plugs have standard Cinch 
"Floating Contacts." 

The new Cinch Radio Plugs are 
strong, durable, compact. Cinch 
Quality throughout -yet priced eco- 
nomically ! Write at once for sam- 
ples and prices. A Cinch Plug can 
be designed to suit your requirements. 

CINCH PRODUCTS: 
Standard and Midget Size Radio Sockets 
with "floating contacts " -Binding Posts - 
Soldering Lugs - Insulated Mounting 
Strips -Tip Jacks -Small Intricate Metal 
Stampings. 

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORP. 
2335 W. Van Buren Sf. Chicago, III. 

SUBSIDIARY OF 

UNITED -CARR FASTENER CORP. 
31 Ames St. Cambridge, Mass. 
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N[\V ID[VWDNIENT 
:BOF THE 4DNJI± 

NEW VOLUME INDICATOR 

A new line of volume indicators for the 
broadcast field is anounced by The Daven 
Company, 158 Summit St., Newark, N. J. 
The instruments are of the copper oxide 
rectifier type and are furnished mounted in 
a box for laboratory use or on standard 
rack panel. 

The multiplying network is of the "L" 

type and is made with a constant im- 
pedance of 5,000 ohms. Standard units are 
furnished with 2 db. per step. 

The Daven volume indicators are obtain- 
able in two sensitivities. The standard unit, 
most suitable for ordinary purposes, has a 
range from -10 db. to +46 db. Besides 
this there is also available a special meter 
having a range from -20 db. to +36 db. 
The first one has a sturdy movement which 
will stand much abuse while the latter is 
extremely sensitive and should only be 
used where such sensitivity is expressly 
required. 

Although the meters are calibrated to read 
directly on a 500 volt line they may easily 
be used on lines of other impedances as 
there is a simple mathematical relation be- 
tween the losses. A chart is furnished 
with each meter where corrective values 
may be found directly without calculation. 

The Daven Company also manufactures 
a line of output meters using similar 
meters as above but calibrated in volts in- 
stead of db. These meters are made in 
impedances of 4,000, 8,000 and 20,000 ohms 
and can be used to advantage for a great 
number of a -c. measurements. 

SPAULDING POSITIVE CONTACT SOCKET 

Improved radio socket features are pre- 
sented by the Spaulding Fibre Company, 
Tonawanda, N. Y., in a new four line con- 
tact socket. This socket is made for seven 

prong tubes as well as 4, 5 and 6 prong. 
Keen knife -edges eliminate contact resist- 
ance and render the construction self - 
cleaning. Contact is self -aligning or "float- 
ing." Clips of extra heavy tin plating for 
easiest soldering are securely locked be- 
tween plates, doing away with separate 
riveting for each clip. Standard Spaulding 
sockets are made with 1- 11/16" and 
1- 27/32" mounting centers. Midget size 
with PA" centers. 

D -C TO A -C INVERTER 

The Solar Manufacturing Corpn., 599- 
601 Broadway, New York, announces an 
inverter for operation of a -c radio receiv- 
ers from d -c mains. With this unit it is 
necessary only to plug one end of the in- 
verter into the a -c receiver and the other 
end into the d -c house current outlet. 

THREE -STAGE POWER AMPLIFIER 

A three -stage "250" power amplifier, the 
Acratone, manufactured by the Acratone 
Products Corp., is being marketed by Fed- 

erated Purchaser, Inc., 25 Park Place, 
New York. The amplifier has an output of 
11 watts; the power consumption is 130 
watts; the power supply is 110, 125 volts, 
60 cycles. The amplifier employs 1, 58; 1, 
56; 2, 250 and 2, 281 tubes. The price is 
low for this excellent amplifier unit. 

NEW TAPPED BRADLEYOMETER 

A new tapped Bradleyometer is an- 
nounced by the Allen- Bradley Company, 
1311 South First Street, Milwaukee, Wis- 
consin, which provides automatic tone cor- 
rection with volume control. It is well 
known that the sound pressure repre- 
senting the threshold of audibility varies 
greatly with the frequency and is a great 
deal higher at low and high frequencies 
than in the middle register. Therefore a 
type of volume control is necessary which 
varies the frequency characteristics of the 
audio amplifier so that the apparent quality 
of reproduction remains the same for all 
volume control settings. The new tapped 
Bradleyometer achieves this result in any 
one of several audio frequency networks 
and automatically accomplishes tone cor- 
rection with volume changes. 

The resistance element of the tapped 
Bradleyometer consists of 50 individual 
resistance steps molded in disc form and 
stacked alternately between metal discs of 
somewhat larger diameter. The contact 
arm makes contact along the edges of the 
large metal discs, and therefore the resist- 
ance units are not subjected to mechanical 
wear. A special tap on the resistance ele- 
ment is brought out to a fourth terminal. 
The network necessary to provide tone 
correction is usually connected between this 
tap and the grounded or low potential end 

1111111111111111111111041111111111111111111 

.... 

of the resistance element of the tapped 
Bradleyometer. 

A single -pole line switch approved by 
the Underwriters' Laboratories and the 
Hydro Electric Power Commission of On- 
tario with a rating of 2 amperes, 125 volts, 
can be provided within the Bradleyometer 
and is operated by the regular control 
knob. 

The new tapped Bradleyometer can be 
built up to provide any resistance -rotation 
curve, and in some designs each of the 50 
steps may be different from the others. 
Controls can be provided with a logarith- 
mic resistance- rotation curve to provide 
uniform decibel increments with knob rota- 
tion. 

3 
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BOMBARDING 
Equipment capable of 
meeting all demands. 

Fixtures and bombarding coils 

for special applications. 

High Frequency Furnaces 
Designers and builders of 
high frequency converters 

for over 20 years. 

LEPEL 
HIGH FREQUENCY LAB., INC. 

39 WEST 60th STREET NEW YORK 
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Haven High Sensitivity Volume Indicators 
These instruments are 
specially designed for 
the broadcasting field 
but may be used for a 

great many other meas- 
urements in telephone, 
radio and acoustic en- 
gineering.... Made for 
standard rack or box 
mounting.... Accuracy 
± 0.1 db. or better. 
Flat frequency charac- 
teristics up to 50,000 
cycles. . Also output 
meters with scale in 
volts. 

DAVEN ATTENUATORS 
have become the stand- 
ard where high quality 
is required. Lower noise 
level than any other 
make! Excellent fre- 
quency characteristics. 
Light, sturdy, compact 
design. Available as bal. 

"L" and Potentiometers. 

Quick delivery, standard 
units in stock. Special units built to order. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Everything in the resistance line: Decade boxes, Line Equalizers, 
Attenuators (variable and fixed), heavy duty and precision re- 
sistors. 

Type A-185 Volume Indicator 

Write for Catalogue 531 

THE DAVEN COMPANY 
158- 160 SUMMIT STREET NEWARK, N. J. 
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NOW READY 

The No. 44 CROWE 

Catalogue 

The new catalogue of Crowe Radio 

Products contains complete descrip- 

tions, specifications and illustrations 

of the latest achievements of 

CROWE engineers. 

Radio engineers will find in its pages 

the most comprehensive collection 

of escutcheons, dials and tuning units 

ever offered to the industry. 

The catalogue is designed for loose - 

leaf binding, so that if may be sup- 

plemented by frequent bulletins. 
There should be a copy in YOUR 

files. Write for it today. 

CROWE NAMEPLATE & 

MANUFACTURING CO. 
1740 GRACE STREET 

CHICAGO, ILL. 
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"SOLDER'S no place 
to cheapen your radio 
"Our solder bill is only a trifling 
part of our whole cost. Let's stick 
to Kester Plastic Rosin -Core 
Solder. We know that its plastic 
rosin won't decompose with age. 
We know it's the standard of 
the radio world." 
`If your soldering problem is 

unusual, our Industrial Develop- 

ment Department will be glad to 
advise you, without obligation. 
Write them, or ask for free book- 
let, "Facts on Soldering." 

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY 
4224 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago, III 

Eastern Plant, Newark, New Jersey 
Canada, Kesler Solder Company 

of Canada, Ltd., Brantford 

- ESTE K, c) 1r, 
R 
R F LUX -CORE DE 

Aeial -f sere . Paste fore. Itessin -4.o re 
easy to use 

Help Unemployment 
by purchasing U.S. 

products 
made by U. S. labor 
Kester Solder 

is 100% American 

CATHODE RAY TUBE EQUIPMENT 

WHERE IT IS USED 
Radio net measurements. Insulation efficiency. Audio frequency measurements. Transient phenomena. Sound analysis. Circuit analysis. Operation of switching equipment 
Class room demonstrations. and relays. 
Vacuum Tube measurements. Resistance measurements. 
Comparisons of current and voltage. TELEVISION RECEPTION. 
Hysteresis curves. Medical work (cardiograph). 

Model No. 209-3" Cathode Ray Tube List $25.00 Model No. 710-Cathode Ray Tube Holder " 40.00 
Model No. 709 -Power Supply " 85.00 
Model No. 309 -Sweep Circuit " 125.00 

MODEL 305 

OSCILLATOR 

Range 10 to 
10,000 cycles 

A new Beat Fre- 
quency Oscillator 
with many new 
improvements. 
List Price 5145 00. 

Write for further information on the above items. 

EGERT ENGINEERING, 
179 Varick Street Incorporated New York City 

Representatives in All Principal Cities 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

THIS POINT* 
May Make 
or Break 
'OUR LINE! PRECISION TYPE "D" UNIT 

* Unless there is a permanent and positive contact 
between the resistance element and the terminal. 
an undependable unit results. Precision resistors 
are not merely imbedded or soldered at this 
"danger point" -they are welded with non -corrosive 
flux by a special process under strict supervision. 
Because of their compactness, extreme accuracy, 
simplicity of design and dependably welded flexible 
tinned copper leads, Precision type units are used 
by leading manufacturers. 

RESISTANCE RANGE 
I OHM to 500,000 OHMS 

Following are some of the many circuits that require 
NOISELESS. DEPENDABLE, ACCURATE resistors 

Voltmeter Multipliers Attenuators 
Meter Shunts Decade Boxes 
Photo Cell Circuits Bridge Assemblies 

Remember I Precision Type Resistors 
Are Better -Yet They Cost No More ! ! 

T - L - H - PADS MADE TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS 

PRECISION RESISTOR COMPANY 
113 - 115 FRELINGHUYSEN AVE., NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 

BEAT -FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR 
OPERATED ENTIRELY BY DRY BATTERIES 

This beat -frequency oscillator is a new devel- 
opment in sources of audio -frequency voltage 
for test purposes. It covers a wide range (5 to 
10,000 cycles per second) and its waveform is 
excellent. Accurately calibrated. 

Price $210.00 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
CAMBRIDGE A, MASSACHUSETTS 
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A TRULY GREAT HOTEL 
When you visit Detroit next time stop at Hotel 

Fort Shelby. You'll enjoy its thoughtful, efficient, 

unpretentious service ... its savory foods and 

cozy, cheerful, charming rooms. El Every unit in 

the Hotel Fort Shelby is paneled ... servidor 

equipped ... attractively appointed and popu- 

larly priced; all rooms have private bath and 

circulating ice water. El Hotel Fort Shelby's 

location in the heart of Detroit's shopping, 

theatre, financial, insurance and wholesale 

districts is a happy one ... no other large 

hotel in the metropolitan area is so near the 

principal railway terminals, airports and 

steamship piers. 900 rooms ... many as low 

as $3.00 per day ... suites $10.00 and upward. 

Motorists are relieved of their automobiles at 

the door without service charge. Write for free 

road map, and your copy of "Aglow with Friend- 

liness," our unique and fascinating magazine. 

Ho, Fort Shb 
"AGLOW WITH FRIENDLINESS', 

E. I. BRADWELL, Manager 
DETROIT 
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Plate - Supply 
Transformers 

-Built to Meet Every Radio 
and Amplifier Application 

ABOVE -A merTran Air -Cooled 
Plate Transformers are available for 
all requirements in amplifiers and 
small radio transmitters; sizes up to 
5 kva; voltages up to 2000. 

LEFT -AmerTran Oil- Immersed 
Plate Transformers for use in large 
broadcast transmitters are made in 
sizes front 5 to 500 kva., and for 
potentials up to 100,000 volts. 

RIGHT- AmerTran Power Trans- 
formers for radio sets and amplifiers 
supply plate and filament voltages. 
Stock sizes for all standard tubes. 

With a background of thirty years' experience 
in supplying apparatus to meet the special re- 
quirements of the radio industry, AmerTran 
offers more than high quality transformers - 
we provide an experienced engineering staff 
to assist in solving your transformer prob- 
lems. 

Take Plate Transformers as an example: We 
have built hundreds of different types for 
every conceivable application, and we are de- 
veloping new designs daily. Whether it be 
for use in a radio set, amplifier, amateur 
transmitter or 50 kw broadcasting station, we 
would welcome the opportunity of recom- 
mending equipment for your needs. 

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY 
Transformer builders for over 31 years 

178 EMMET ST. NEWARK, N. J. 

AMERTRAN 
TRANSFORMERS 
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For Your Experimental Department 
A tube of 500 as- 
sorted lugs and 
terminals - h o t 
tinned for e a s y 
soldering. 

Price $1.00 

We are also pre- 
pared to handle 
production stamp- 
ings. 

ff'rite Us for 
Quotations 

F. R. ZIERICK MFG. COMPANY 
70 E. 131st ST., NEW YORK CITY 

MORAL 

USE A 

LITTEL- 

FUSE 
INSTRUMENT LITTELFUSES will positively protect your 
meters and other delicate equipment. Stock sizes 1;100, 1/32, 
1 /16, %, t1 a, , V2, fá, 1, and 2 amps. Get yours now -before you 
lose another meter. 
Littelfuses are also made in High Voltage ranges -1,000, 5,000, and 
10,000 volts. 
Write today for instructive bulletin. 

"QUICKER THAN A SHORT CIRCUIT" 
Littelfuse Laboratories, 1778 Wilson Ave., Chicago Ill. 

FREE 
13th ANNIVERSARY RADIO CATALOGUE 

CATALOG 

AMOIN'AN Sucs CA 

124 pages containing thou- 
sands of the greatest radio 
and electrical values at real 
bargain prices. 

.Sind for your ro/+r n,,:, 

American Sales Company 
Wholesale Radio Distributors 

PE -44 West 18th Street 
New York, N. Y. 

2 MFD - 600 Volts- 
Size: 2" x 1%" x %s-'- 

NEW! 
MORRILL 

Uncased Condensers 

Especially compact. A prod- 
uct of outstanding quality. 
The ultimate in reliability. 
Send for circular E -1. 

MORRILL & MORRILL 
30 CHURCH STREET NEW YORK CITY 

Sole U. S. A. Distributors of the Siemens & Halske 
condensera and resistors. 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

WAXES, COMPOUNDS 
wand VARNISHES: 

for insulation of condensers 
transformers, coils, power packs, pot heads, 
sockets, wiring devices, wet and dry batteries, 
etc.. - . WAX SATURATORS for braided wire 
and tape. WAXES for radio parts ... Com- 
pounds made to your own specifications if you 
prefer. 

ZOPHAR MILLS, INC. 
FOUNDED 1846 

Court 
and Lorraine Streets Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Agents: Ralph B. Clark, 2007 Calumet Ave., Toledo, Ohio 
H. A. B. Sneve Co., San Francisco, Seattle, New Orleans 

HOTEL LENOX 
NEW LOWER RATES 

-but the same dependable service, comfortable 
rooms and excellent meals that have made this hotel 
famous among seasoned travelers everywhere. 
Convenient location: 3 minutes from Peace Bridge 
to Canada, 20 miles from Niagara Falls. 

Rates: Single, $2 to $3.50; Double, $3 to $6, Family 
suites $6 up. 

For booklet and free official AAA road map write 
CLARENCE A. MINER. President. 140 North St. near Delaware 

BUFFALO, N. Y. 

TAUREX 
The Full -wave Copper Oxide Rectifier for d.c. Milliammeters. 
Maximum Current Capacity, I5 M. A. size 1/4 by % inches. 

Price $3. 

LEO TAUSSIG 
3245 -37th Street Long Island City, N. Y. 

High Grade New and Used 
ELECTRON TUBE EQUIPMENT 

Vacuum Pumps, Stem, Sealing, Flare and Basing Ma- 
chines: Welders, Blowers, Rheostats, 'transformers, etc. 

Specialists in Equipment and Methods for Manufacture of Neon 
'Pubes, Radio Tubes, Incandescent Lamps, Photo Cells, X -ray 

'Pubes etc. 
H' rite for Bulletin Showing Savings from 20% to 80% 

KAHLE ENGINEERING CO. 300 MaCÌStanNAv. 

TUNGSTEN AND MOLYBDENUM 
ROD -SHEET -WIRE- SPECIAL SHAPES 

Special Helical Filament Coils, Cathodes 
and Oxide Coated Wire -All Types 

CALLITE PRODUCTS DIV. 
UNION CITY NEW JERSEY 

Waxes and Meltable Insulating and Weather- 
proofing Compounds 

IMPREGNATION -Condensers, Coils. Rubber -Covered and Weather -Proofed 
Wire, Telephone. and Electrical Cables. Etc. 

SEALING COMPOUNDS- Coils. Condensers, Batteries (Wet and Dry), Pot 
Heads. Cables, Wiring Devices and Specials. 

FINISHING -All grades of Weather -Proof and Rubber - Covered Wire. 
SPECIAL COMPOUNDS made up on specifications. 

CANDY & COMPANY, INC. 
35th STREET and MAPLEW00D AVENUE CHICAGO. ILL. 
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Nut Problems Simplified 
learn more about 

SOME USERS 
Western Electric General Electric 
Brandes R C A Victor 
Crosley Stewart -Warner 

Westinghouse Zenith 

U. S. Signal Corps 
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In aircraft radio Elastic Stop Nuts are gradually taking the place of soldered connections. 
They make permanent, corrosion and vibration proof electrical connections. 

Small brass Elastic Stop Nufs are ideal in radio construction for precision adjustments, 
cushion mountings, terminal connections, etc. 

Elastic Stop Nut adjustments are permanent. Microphonic noises are eliminated. Only 
one part to handle. Samples and data on request. 

MFD. BY ELASTIC STOP DIVISION 

A. G. A. COMPANY 
ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 

PIEZO- ELECTRIC CRYSTALS 

Since 1925 we have been recognized as the 
RELIABLE PRODUCERS of POWER CRYSTALS. 
We are at your service to supply your needs. 
Special prices for quantity lots. Your request will 
bring our price list. 

SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE 
"The Crystal Specialists" 

124 JACKSON AVE. (University Park), HYATTSVILLE, MD. 

for Audio & Power Transformers 
SPECIALIZED METHODS - YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 

Wide Variety of Stock Standard Sizes 
Dimension and Price Sheets on request 

We Also Make 

E 

PERMANENT MAGNETS- DIES- TOOLS- 
METAL STAMPINGS 

Facilities for prompt service 

Thomas & Skinner l /oo to 1120 
E.Twen y -Third St Steel Products Co. INDIANAPOI/S, IND. 

PREMIER 

AUTO RADIO 
Remote Control 

I Brett Flexible Shaft Drive - 
Mounts on Steering Column - 
Key Switch Lock -Illuminated 
Dial - Indestructible pressed 
steel - Rust proof - Small size 

Manufacturers Inquiries 

PATENTS PEND. Solicited 

PREMIER Eurrac IAMPANY 
Established 1905 

1802 Grace Street Chicago, U. S. A. 

BRASS -BRONZE -COPPER 
NICKEL SILVER -ZINC 
PHOSPHOR BRONZE 

In Gauges .001 and Thicker. 1/16" to 16" Wide 

HOT TIN COATED METALS IN COILS AND STRIPS 

THE BALTIMORE BRASS CO. 
1206 WICOMICO ST., BALTIMORE, MD. 

...for Tubes Resistors . Relays.. . 

Carbonized Nickel 
Selvage Mesh 

(patented) 

Filament Wire 
Grid Wire 

00 uillIB,r 
Te00uee 

OPHET 

TOP MEAT 

RESISTANCE 
WIRE 
Nickel Chrome 
Copper Nickel 
Nickel Wire 

and Ribbon 

GILBY WIRE 
MEANS 

MAXIMUM PRODUCTION 
With MINIMUM SHRINKAGE 

G I L B Y WIRE COMPANY 
150 Riverside Ave., Newark, N. J. 

FREE OFFER 
912troduc nq S H UR E MODEL 51 

ADJUSTABLE DESK STAND 
in the nette CHROME- JAPAN combination 

With all orders received for Model 22N (List 
Price $25.00 -usual discounts apply) or Model 33N 
(List Price $50.00) before December 30, 1932, men- 
tioning RADIO ENGINEERING we will include 
one new $10.00 Adjustable Desk Stand absolutely 
FREE, and -your money back if not satisfied. 
Write for full details at once. 

Sf1URE BROTHERS COMPANY 
Manufacturers- EnRinecrs 

S.N.SHURE. Pres. 
337 WEST MADISON ST. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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YoucanRelyon 
IIPRODUCTS I°1C55INJ / 

Resinox quality IS dependable 

assuring molded parts 
good looks attract attention 
whose rugged strength 
antees satisfactory service. 

MOLDING RESINS MOLDING 

LAMINATING VARNISHES 

RESINOX CORPORATION 
A SUBSIDIARY OF COMMERCIAL SOLVENTS 

AND CORN PRODUCTS REFINING 

23o PARK AVENUE NEW 

ACME WIRE 

>X 

\ 
- 

whose 

and 

guar- 

COMPOUNDS 

CORPORATION 
CO. 

YORK CITY 

All Acme Products are made to recognized com- 
mercial standards, including those of National 
Electric Mfrs. Assn., Radio Mfrs. Assn. and Ameri- 
can Soc. for Testing Materials. 

COILS 
MAGNET WIRE WOUND 

AERIAL WIRE 
STRANDED AND SOLID 

MAGNET WIRE 
ALL INSULATIONS 

PARVOLT CONDENSERS 
FILTER AND BY -PASS -ALSO FOR 

POWER FACTOR CORRECTION 

VARNISHED INSULATIONS 
CAMBRIC, SILK, PAPER, TAPE 

THE ACME WIRE CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
For over 25 years, suppliers to the lowest 

radio and electrical manufacturers 

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS 

A E R 

Acme Wire Co.. The 34 Egert Engineering, Inc 30 Resiuus Corporation 3i 

A. G. A. Company 33 

American Sales Co 32 G S 

American Transformer Co 31 General Radio Co 30 
Scientific Radio Service 33 

Arcturus Radio Tube Co Second Cover Gilby Wire Co 33 
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co 5 

Shure Brothers Co 33 

B K Synthane Corp. 6 

Bakelite Corp. Back Cover Kahle Engineering Co 32 T 
Baltimore Brass Co.. The 33 Bester Solder Co 30 Taussig. Leo 32 

C Thomas & Skinner Steel Products Co. 83 

Candy & Co 32 L Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co....Third Cover 
Callite Products Co 82 Lepel High Frequency Labs 29 

Central Radio Corp 23 Littelfuse Laboratories 32 W 
Central Radio Labs 27 
Cinch Manufacturing Co 27 

Western Electric Co 1 

Clarostat Mfg. Co 25 M White Dental Mfg. Co., S. S.. The 8 

Condenser Corp. of America 36 Morrill & Morrill 32 
Crowe Name Plate & Mfg. Co 29 Z 

P Zapon Company 36 
D Precision Resistor Co 30 Zierick Mfg. Works, F. R 82 

Daven Company, The 29 Premier Electric Co 33 Zophar Mills, Inc 32 
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THE Group Subscription 
Plan for RADIO ENGINEERING 
enables a group of engineers or 
department heads to subscribe 
at one -half the usual yearly 
rate. 

The regular individual rate is 
$2.00 a year. In groups of 4 
or more, the subscription rate 
is $1.00 a year. (In Canada and 
foreign countries $2.00.) 

The engineering departments of 
hundreds of manufacturers in 
the radio and allied industries 
have used this Group Plan for 
years, in renewing their sub- 
scriptions to RADIO ENGINEER- 
ING. 

Each subscriber should print 
his name and address clearly 
and state his occupation - 
whether an executive, engineer, 
department head, plant super- 
intendent, or foreman, etc. 

Remember this Group 
Plan when Your 
Subscription Expires 

(Radio Engineering) 

Bryan Davis Publishing Co, Inc. 
19 East 47th Street 
New York, N. Y. 

Los Angeles Chicago St. Louis 
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If you want dependable 
condenser performance 
. . . Specify the new 
ACRACON SEMI -DRY 
ELECTROLYTIC I:\ IT 

Compare These 
Characteristics: 

peak operating voltage 500 

surge voltage 600 

low initial leakage 

leakage current at 500 volts 
less than .2 mils per mfd. 

constant capacity; does not 
decrease with use 

stable power factor; does not 
increase with use 

non -corrosive connections 

metal or fibre container 

standard and special sizes 

Write Today for Catalog! 

Type D8 
Acrecen 

Semi -Dry Unit 

ACRACON 
6'8 MFD S00 PEaN 

TYPE DM 
cC Oc A 

Patents Pending on All Acracon Features 

Condenser Corp. of America 
259 CORNELISON AVENUE 

JERSEY CITY, N. J. 

Factory Representatives in: 

Chicago Cincinnati St. Louis San Francisco Los Angeles Toronto 

AND OTHER PRINCIPAL CITIES 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

These two Zapon fa- 
vorites are increasing 
in popularity on sheer 

merit. Available in all popular 
shades, they are finding greater 
acceptance wherever high gloss 

and durable finish are desired at 
a low cost. Both these enamels 

Spray evenly 

Give maximum coverage in 

one application 

Adhere tenaciously to metal 
or wood surfaces 

Dry with a high gloss. 

Their economy is emphasized by the 
fact that best results are obtained 
when the enamels are thinned 30 to 
40 percent. 

S -52- BAKING TIME 
2 HOURS at 225° F 

S-53--AIR DRYING TIME 
sets in half an hour, and hardens 
overnight to a tough flexible finish. 

ZAPON LABORATORIES are prepared 
to supply specific information to all 
your questions about lacquers and 
enamels. This service is FREE TO YOU. 

"The Standard of Quality Since 1884" 

THE ZAPON COMPANY 
A Subsidiary of Atlas Powder Company 

Stamford Connecticut 

1 
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New 
Transformers 

for 

New Tubes 

Type 46 Class "B" Amplifier, as you know, 
requires carefully designed coupling trans- 
formers and a power supply unit with 
extremely good regulation -in order that 
full power may be obtained with negligi- 
Me distortion. And THORDARSON engi- 
neers have developed new transformers 
especially adapted to these requirements. 
THORDARSON Transformer-T-5303--is 
an unusually heavy plate supply unit 
which greatly improves the regulation 
over that obtained with the ordinary power 
supply. T- 2353A, a swinging filter choke, 
is especially designed to make the voltage 
output of the power supply constant over 
the required range. And T -5289 is an In- 
put Audio of generous design for carrying 
heavy grid currents. For complete data 
on Type 46 Class "B" Amplifier, we offer 
our bulletin SD -144. It includes circuit 
diagrams, and curves. Sent free upon re- 
quest. Thordarson Electric Manufacturing 
Company, 500 West Huron Street, Chicago. T 5289 

Thordarson 
Replacement Transformers 

THORDARSON has developed a line of 
replacement transformers for practi- 
cally every type of receiver. TI-ey are 
universal electrically and universally 
mounted. THORDARSON replacement 
transformers are completely enclosed 
in dray.- n steel housings which improve 
the appearance and shield the wind- 
ings. THEY ARE GUARANTEED to be 
as good as, or better than, the original 
transformer installed in the receiver. 
THORDARSON'S years of experience 
in supplying leading receiver manu- 
facturers with their transformers and 
their manufacturing skill and facilities 
insure a quality product at a low price. 
Ask for complete catalog of Thordarson 
Replacement Transformers. 

1IIORDARSON 
TRANSFORMER 
SPECIALISTS 
SINCE 1895... 
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Exposure cannot harm sensitive elements 

sealed within Bakelite Molded 

Bakelite Molded capacitors made by Dubilier Condenser Corp., New York, N.Y. 

To OPERATE successfully, a capac- 
itor must be so constructed that 
even the slightest dampness is ex- 
cluded from the electrical eleinetlt. 
Through years of experience Dubi- 
lier has found that the most prac- 
tical and dependable way to assure 
the exclusion of moisture is to seal 
the element within a Bakelite 
Molded shell. 
In the capacitors shown, the Dubi- 
lier trade -mark and all necessary 
lettering and markings are formed 
in clear, sharp relief in the molding 

opeiation. The metal terminals are 
molded in with a moisture -tight fit. 
The excellent electrical insulation 
properties of Bakelite Molded are, 
of course, an additional advantage. 
Development of electronic equip- 
ment and devices requiring electri- 
cal insulation immune to deteriora- 
tion, is being materially aided by 
the use of Bakelite Molded. Our 
engineers and laboratories are al- 
ways at the service of manufacturers 
in adapting Bakelite Materials to 
their particular needs. We also have 

BAKELITE CORPORATION, 247 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y 
BAKELITE CORPORATION OF CANADA. LIMITED. 163 Dufferin 

BAK 
T H E M A T E R I A L 

an interesting booklet, "Bakelite 
Molded", and will mail a copy 
promptly on request. Ask for book- 
let 12M. 

43 East Ohio Street, Chicago, Ill. 
Street. Toronto. Ontario. Canada 

LITE 
O F 

.04s Cepam's 

A T H O U S A N D U S E S 
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There Are No Short Cuts 
to Quality 

If you demand from Radio the 
beautiful, natural reproduction 
now possible with modern power 
tubes and the proper parts then 
you must buy or build a Receiver 
properly designed from the very 
finest Parts. There is no short cut 
-Quality demands the finest - 

No. 7568 

in engineering, materials and work- 
manship. 

Dongan Parts - acknowledged as 
the Standard of Quality - have al- 
ways been built to give superlative 
results. You can be confident that 
a set properly built with Dongan 
Parts will give you the best that 
Radio can offer. 

$13.50 

For Use with UX250 Tubes 
No. 7568- Transformer for full wave rectification using 2 UX281 tubes to 

supply B and C power to receiver and power for 2 UX250 
tubes $13.50 

No. 8529- Transformer similar to No. 7568 with the addition of 2 low volt - 
tage windings, one for 226 tubes and the other for 227 tubes 
so that you can build a power amplifier for either radio receiver 
cr phonograph pick -up $17.50 

No. 6551- Double Choke, for use with above transformers $15.00 
No.D- 600 -Power Amplifier Condenser Unit $16.50 
No.D -307 -A Condenser Block, used in connection with D -600 $10.00 
No. 1177- Straight Power Amplifier Output Transformer $12.00 
No. 1176 -Same as No. 1177 but of Push -Pull type $12.00 

Please Mail Items Checked Please Send Detailed Information 
C. O. D. n 

(name) (P. O. address) 

(city and state) 

Send 20c for copy of AC Manual by Merle Duston 

Dongan Parts are Standard 
in many famous Receivers 

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
2995 -3001 Franklin St., 
DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
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DeForest Audion No. 426. with hase of Bakelite Molded. Manufactured by DeForest Radio Co., Jersey City, N. J. 

Bakelite Molded provides 
"economy and exact suitability" 

IN developing parts to provide 
new standards of radio perform- 

ance, the laboratory engineer deter- 
mines the most suitable materials. 
But when the new radio part is put 
in production, the element of econ- 
omy becomes an important factor. 
It is indeed fortunate when 'a mate- 
rial meets the high standards of the 
laboratory, at a cost which makes 
its adoption practical. A case in 
point is the selection and use of 
Bakelite Molded for DeForest 
Audion bases -"because of its econ- 
omy and exact suitability." 

Because of its strength, the Bakelite 
Molded base provides protection for 

the vacuum tube. Because of its 
high insulation value, the use of 
this material also protects the clar- 
ity, volume and sensitivity of the 
Audion. The permanently lustrous 
black finish of Bakelite Molded adds 
to the quality appearance of the 
tube. 
Bakelite Engineering Service 
Intimate knowledge of thousands 
of varied applications of Bakelite 
Materials combined with eighteen 
years' experience in the develop- 
ment of phenol resinoids for radio 
uses provides a valuable background 
for the cooperation offered by our 
engineers and research laboratories. 

BAKELITE CORPORATION 
247 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. Chicago Office: 635 W. 22nd Street 
RANFLITE CORP. OF CANADA. LTD. 163 Dufferin St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

BAK 
THE IvMATERIAL OF 

LITE 
A THOUSAND USES 

"The registered Trade Mark and Symbol shown above may be awl only on products made from matervls 
manufactured by Bakelite Corporation. Under the captal "B" is the numerical sign for infinity. or unlimited 
quantity. It symboliser the infinite number of present and future ara of Bakelite Corporation i product.:' 
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